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Abstract
In this thesis we holistically investigate the interpretation of human actions in both still
images and videos. Human action recognition is currently a research problem of great
interest both in academia and industry due to its potential applications which include
security surveillances, sports annotation, human-computer interaction, and robotics.
Action recognition, being a process of labelling actions using sensory observations, can
be defined as a sequence of movements engendered by a human during an executed
task. Such a process, when considering visual observations, is quite challenging and
faces issues such as background clutter, shadows, illumination variations, occlusions,
changes in scale, changes in the person performing the action, and viewpoint variations.
Although many approaches to development of human action recognition systems have
been proposed in the literature, they focused more on recognition accuracy while ignoring the computational complexity accompanying the recognition process. However, a
human action recognition system which is both effective and efficient and can be operated real-time is needed. Firstly, we review, evaluate and compare the most prominent
state-of-the-art feature extraction representations categorized between handcrafted feature based techniques and deep learning feature based techniques. Secondly, we propose
holistic approaches in each of the categories. The first holistic approach takes advantage
of existing slope patterns in the motion history images, which are a simple two dimensional representation of video, and reduces the running time of action recognition. The
second one based on circular derivative local binary patterns outperforms the LBP based
state-of-the-art techniques and addresses the issues of dimensionality by producing feature descriptor with minimal dimension size with less compromise on the recognition
accuracy. The third one introduces a preprocessing step in a proposed 2D-convolutional
neural network to deal with the same issue of dimensionality differently in the deep
learning techniques. Here the temporal dimension is embedded into motion history images before being learned by a two dimensional convolutional neural network. Thirdly,
three datasets (JAFFE, KTH and Pedestrian Action dataset) were used to validate the
proposed human action recognition models. Finally, we show that better performance in
comparison to the state-of-the-art methods can be achieved using holistic feature based
techniques.
Key terms:
Human Action Recognition; Motion History Image; Circular Derivative Local Binary
Pattern; Convolutional Neural Network; Facial Expression Recognition; Spatio-Temporal
features
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“Vision without action is merely a dream. Action without vision just passes the time.
Vision with action can change the world.”

Joel A. Barker

1.1

Introduction

The ability to recognize human actions is a demonstration of incredible human intelligence. Over the past two decades many researchers made attempts to mimic the remarkable visual perception of human beings in the field of computer vision. Within the
human action recognition (HAR) literature, how human beings perceive human actions
has become the center of an important and active research area. Many visual-based
applications have been developed for the recognition of human actions. These applications, whose goal is to fully or partially observe human being in a still image or in a
video sequence and identify automatically what they do as actions or portray as emotions, are found in health care [18][19][20], sports [21][22], video surveillance [23][24],
human computer interaction [25][26][27], or robotics [28]. Human action recognition is
also associated with facial expression recognition (FER) [29], which is often applied to
still images. In this case, facial muscle activities are captured in still images resulting
to emotional expressions characterized by facial actions [30]. Though HAR is currently
a research problem of great interest both in academia and in industry due to its potential applications, many HAR systems still encountering some challenges have been
developed. A common challenge to HAR in the literature is the development of an effective HAR system that matches the real human interpretation by overcoming problems
such as occlusions, background clutter, changes in scale, illumination and appearance,
1
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camera viewpoint, resolution of frames, large video data size, and noise [29]. Some representative frames highlighting some of the mentioned variabilities as challenges in a
boxing action are depicted in Figure 1.1. Another obstacle to HAR is the personality
in performing actions. Actions performed by different persons differ as well as actions
that are repeated by the very same person. Moreover HAR task becomes even more
complex when considering only still images due to the lack of temporal information. A
video contains both spatial and temporal information, whereas an image only contains
a spatial information. The type of information has and continue to dictate approaches
used to develop HAR algorithms. Algorithms developed based on still images have been
extended in video-based action recognition. These algorithms for visual-based action
recognition originate from computer vision which is a field of artificial intelligence that
programs computers to interpret and understand the visual world as human beings do.

Figure 1.1: Highlighted challenges in action recognition: variant clothes, variant
speed, variant background and variant illumination.

As we equip computers with algorithms to recognize human actions to overcome these
challenges, one need to consider an aptitude, proper to human beings, which is not just
related to the assumed knowledge, but also to the logical reasoning and the ability to
extract relevant information as feature descriptors from a given context. In doing so,
many methods proposed in the past two decades can be categorized into two main approaches: the handcrafted feature based approach and the deep learned feature based
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approach. Handcrafted feature based techniques have been the most commonly used in
computer vision. They are also known as traditional approaches and require knowledge
of the data to inform the extraction of relevant features. Various methods such as ScaleInvariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [31], Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [32],
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [33] and Slope Pattern Spectra (SPS) [34] have been proposed to extract spatial or spatial-temporal features of actions. Though the handcrafted
techniques in some cases have achieved high performance in action recognition, they remain highly problem-dependent and constrained to real-world applications. Contrary to
traditional approaches, deep learning (DL) techniques also known as modern approaches
because of their recency, build high level of representation directly from the data or raw
video input without any pre-processing step as it is in the case for handcrafted featurebased techniques. These methods are based on the deep neural networks and rely on
the adaptation of multilayered neural deep architectures to process real-world data [14].
The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a popular DL model that comes in various dimensions depending on the data at hand. The 2D-CNN models handle 2D raw
input frames which, in a HAR exercise, are referred to as videos frames. Such 2D-CNN
models only learn spatial information while ignoring the motion information encoded in
multiple adjacent video frames. Furthermore, 3D-CNN models are used to incorporate
the motion information by capturing both spatial (2D) and temporal (1D) dimensions
composing videos. However, 3D-CNN models are computational costly, giving room
for simplified deep neural network models for HAR, especially in absence of adequate
computational resources such as fast central processor units (CPUs) or graphical processor units (GPUs). Hence there is a need of a simplified DL model with comparable
recognition performance that addresses the problem of lack of motion information when
applying the 2D-CNN model and the computational cost of 3D-CNN model due to the
denseness of the DL network.
Both handcrafted and deep learned methods produce feature representations which can
be either local or holistic. Each of these attributes has an impact of the HAR performance. Methods based on local representation encode a sequence of video as a collection
of local spatio-temporal features also described as local descriptors. These are extracted
from spatio-temporal interest points (STIPs) which are sparsely detected from video sequences [35][36][37]. Human body parts in the case of video and regions of interest (ROI)
in the case of still image are targeted and tracked while extracting the local features.
This exercise in practice is computationally expensive. Although these local feature descriptors are discriminative enough and in some applications yielding good recognition
accuracy, they lack the ability to capture adequate spatial and temporal information
contrarily to the holistic representation which treats a still image or a video sequence as
a whole. Holistic representations with their ability to encode visual information while
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preserving both spatial and temporal structures of actions in a video sequence will be
our main interest. Three types of holistic feature-based representations have been identified in the literature; statistical feature-based representation, structural feature-based
representation and deep learned feature-based representation, and will be discussed in
more detail in this thesis.

Figure 1.2: Research design.

1.2

Problem statement

Handcrafted techniques, by their hand-engineered features, often provide a right compromise between action recognition accuracy and computational efficiency. On the other
side, the key success of DL techniques lies in their ability to learn better representation
mostly from unlabeled data. As human movements are performed at different level of
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abstraction, HAR can be referred to as the analysis of human motion from images or
videos. Both handcrafted and DL techniques for HAR present a main challenge which
is the finding of a proper representation of actions. By proper we refer to features of low
dimension which are discriminative and able to generalize learning algorithms for the
recognition or classification of all considered actions, including the unseen or untrained
samples. In the effort to extract proper representation of actions in the literature, an
increase of dimensionality of feature descriptors was produced without an increase of the
number of training samples, leading to a phenomenon called the curse of dimensionality.
The aim of this thesis is to develop new holistic approaches for action representation by
adopting vision-based techniques to HAR ranging from handcrafted to DL- based techniques. This is achieved by creating features with reduced dimension which lessen the
computational burden of learning models such as k-nearest neighbor (KNN), support
vector machine (SVM) and softmax classifiers.

1.3

Research aim and objectives

This thesis focuses on the problem of action recognition in visual materials such as
images and videos with main goal to explore state-of-the-art holistic approaches and
propose effective HAR systems with very low computational complexity. In order to
achieve our aim, the following specific objectives as illustrated in Figure 1.2, have to be
met:

• Review the state-of-the-art approaches applied to HAR with more emphasis on
holistic feature-based representations. Related limitations of the state-of-the-art
techniques are understood and research gaps identified.
• Set up an experimental platform as depicted in Figure 1.3 that will allow us to
reproduce the targeted state-of-the-art related articles in order to understand the
methods and their respective limitations.

Action Representation
Pre-processing

Feature
Extraction

Feature
Representation

Classification

Figure 1.3: Experimental framework of a typical HAR system.
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• Evaluate and compare the state-of-the-art methods in terms of both recognition
rate and computational complexity.
• Develop new HAR systems that overcome the limitations of state-of-the-art methods.
• Evaluate and compare new developed methods to the state-of-the-art methods in
terms of both recognition accuracy and computational complexity.

1.4

Motivation

Human action recognition is an important topic in computer vision due to its many
related applications such as video surveillance, health care, and human-computer interaction. As visual technology advances, camera devices are found almost everywhere
where a scene need interpretation. Most of the video surveillance or health care systems
have been operating manually in the sense that they required a human expert to detect,
track, recognize and analyze human activity events. Such monitoring systems, due to the
absence of human experts in the control room, have yielded deadly consequences such
the drowning of a child, falling down of a pedestrian in a traffic, neglect of elderly living
alone, and occurrence of suspicious activities in public places such as banks, airport
terminals, shopping centers [38–40]. Although an automated HAR system is beneficial
to tackle such circumstances, its operating running time or time response in recognizing
an action or interpreting a scene is even more important for a timely intervention. However most of HAR systems in the literature were developed by giving more attention
to the recognition accuracy while ignoring the extensive computational cost. Since the
computational complexity of HAR system is a great concern for real-time applications,
and is associated to approaches used for action representation, holistic approaches are
researched in this study because of their production of robust features at a lower computational cost. These approaches do not require the localization of the body parts but
consider the whole body structure and dynamics to represent human actions. They are
also referred to as appearance-based approaches and used in combination with other
features extraction techniques to recognition human actions.

1.5

Main contributions

In this thesis, after exploration of action representation, algorithms related to feature
extraction and representation of actions are proposed for their importance in finding
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an effective and computational efficient human action recognition. Feature engineering played an important role. First, our proposed handcrafted algorithms aimed at
characterizing intrinsic spatial-temporal features of human actions in a way to achieve
comparable state-of-the-art recognition accuracy at low computational cost. Second, a
pre-processing step is proposed to DL technique to reduce the computational complexity.
Hence we briefly present our research contributions as follows:

1.5.1

Handcrafted-based contributions

• Motion History Image - Slope Pattern Spectra (MHI-SPS) method : This method
is proposed after observation of the presence of slope patterns in MHI images
describing the human movements in videos. The SPS feature extraction technique
proposed in [43] easily capture slope information in MHI images and produce very
low dimensional feature vectors which are later fed into a KNN classifier in order
to recognize various human actions. Hence the combination of MHI represention
and SPS feature extraction performed better than the solely use of MHI for HAR
[34].
• Circular Derivative Local Binary Pattern (CD-LBP): As a novel feature descriptor,
CD-LBP is able to capture the appearance information efficiently. This proposed
algorithm takes advantage of the circular binary structure of the LBP texture
operator introduced by Ojala et al. [41] to evaluate the relation between consecutive binary digits. The CD-LBP approach provides higher-order CD-LBPs
as lower dimensional feature descriptors which yield a flexibility in deciding on a
good trade-off between recognition accuracy and running time. Good results were
achieved on FER application [42].
• Motion History Image - Circular Derivative Local Binary Pattern - Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (MHI-CDLBP-HOG) method : The CD-LBP feature extraction technique is also applied to MHI images to address the issues of self-occlusion.
MHI templates are translated into CD-LBP codes which are at their turn translated into HOG features. The HOG features are later classified using the SVM
classifier to produce state-of-the-art results where considering the Pedestrian action
dataset. Although this method is computationally costly because of the involvement of two feature extraction techniques, it is still better with CD-LBP codes
than LBP codes.
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Learned-based contribution

Deep neural networks possess the ability to operate on raw video inputs. A 3D-CNN
approach was best suited for HAR applications in the past. Here we propose a 2D-CNN
for HAR application which take advantage of the MHI representation to learn robust
features from temporal information embedded into the motion history images of videos.
In doing so, the computational complexity imposed by the 3D-CNN approached is then
reduced in the proposed 2D-CNN approach. Good results are found and compared even
favorably against state-of-the-art handcrafted approaches.

1.6

Thesis outline

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides relevant literature review. A brief introduction to local action recognition is presented for completeness purpose on the topic of human action recognition.
Holistic approaches along side with their respective application and limitations are discussed. As feature extraction and representation constitute action representation, their
distinction is highlighted. Learned models such as KNN, SVM and softmax classifier
are also reviewed. Datasets used in the literature are also presented.
In Chapter 3, a novel feature descriptor named CD-LBP and two CD-LBP-based methods are proposed to describe appearance-based patterns. This new feature extraction
technique is first applied on still images to describe the human emotions such as happy,
sad, disgust, angry, fear, and neutral . This approach is then extended to HAR application where it is used in combination with MHI templates and other feature descriptors
such as SPS and HOG. JAFFE dataset is used to validate our proposed technique when
applied to still images, and both the KTH and Pedestrian action dataset when applied
to videos.
In Chapter 4, we present DL approaches. The 3D-CNN based approaches are discussed
in details. In addition, a pre-processing step introduced in the CNN scheme yielding a
2D-CNN approach for HAR is presented. For validation purpose, the KTH dataset is
used to validate the proposed 2D-CNN approach and results provided.
Lastly, conclusion and future work are highlighted in Chapter 5. The overall findings of
this thesis are summarized and drawn together, followed by a discussion that leads to
an outlook for future research directions.

Chapter 2

Literature review
“All knowledge is connected to all other knowledge. The fun is in making the connections.”

Arthur C. Aufderheide

2.1

Introduction

Human action recognition has now become a very interesting topic in the field of computer vision. The term action is often used in an interchangeable manner with the term
activity by many authors in the literature. In this thesis, by action we refer to as a
single person performing, a simple motion pattern executed by a person that lasts for
a very short time duration [44], or a change brought by an action to the environment
[45]. Although an activity also refers to as a sequence of actions [46], we only focus here
on a single action performed by a person and captured by a camera. However, other
HAR approaches have used non-visual sensors or wearable sensors to be specific, but
presented limitations such as the discomfort felt by the user from wearing the sensors,
reduced battery life, lack of context and unsuitability in video surveillance. Therefore
the adoption of visual-based HAR approach is appropriate and constitutes our rationale.
This type of approach, which has been used in a wide range of applications, is counted
among the most popular HAR approach in the computer vision research community.
The last decade have got researchers very occupied on HAR or related applications from
both images and videos. Many surveys [1, 47–51] conducted on this field organize proposed HAR approaches into two categories: local approaches and holistic approaches.
The proposed research topic will focus on the latter which is the holistic approach
for the human activity recognition. This because the holistic approach produces more
9
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robust features with better interpretability. Moreover, the state-o-the-art HAR techniques have shown good recognition rate but with an extensive computational cost. The
computational complexity, though a great concern for real-time applications, has been
overlooked in the recent state-of-the-art methods. Since such complexity is originated
from the high dimensional datasets to be processed, we will then explore, with intention to identify potential gaps and develop new HAR systems, the feature extraction
or dimensional reduction techniques that could lead to subspaces with both high discriminative features and less computational burden. Hence this chapter briefly discusses
the notion of spatio-temporal features and local action recognition in Sections 2.2 and
2.3 respectively, and further provides a comprehensive review, analysis, evaluations, detailed comparisons, and important discussions on the most recent and prominent holistic
features based techniques which are handcrafted feature-based methods in Section 2.4.1
and deep learning feature-based methods in Section 2.4.2. The classification techniques,
which are widely used in action recognition, are discussed in Section 2.5. Publicly available datasets used in HAR systems are described in Section 2.6. Finally, the chapter is
summarized in Section 2.7. The taxonomy for HAR presented in Figure 2.1 resumes the
literature review.

Figure 2.1: Taxonomy for Human Action Recognition
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Spatio-temporal features in action recognition

Images are 2D data formulated from a projection of 3D real-world scenes and contain
spatial structures such as shapes and appearances of humans and objects. These images, placed in a chronological order, form a sequence called a video. So an executed
action in a video sequence can be represented as a unique 3D space-time volume constructed by a concatenation of 2D images along the time axis. Such representation
has not been beneficial in its raw data state for HAR application because of the large
number of pixels the volume contains, which is the 2D image size times the number
of frames considered on the time axis, and also the redundant information existing between consecutive frames. Therefore more compact action representations resulting to
new and discriminative spatio-temporal features extracted from 3D space-time volumes
are a requirement to tackle challenges such as variable illumination, background changes,
viewpoint changes, and partial occlusions. Various human action representations have
been extensively studied in the past two decades. Related action representation-based
approaches are based on spatio-temporal information to distinguish between action observed from video sequences. These approaches can be categorized into two mainstreams.
(1) Local action representation also known as local technique encodes a video sequence
as an accumulation of local spatio-temporal features also referred to as local descriptors.
This type of technique involves two subsequent steps which are feature detection and
feature description. More about local action representation-based approach is briefly
discussed in Section 2.3 for completeness purpose. (2) Holistic action representation
also known as global technique processes a video sequence as a whole rather than dealing with detected local video patches. This type of technique has been solicited due to
its ability to encode visual information while preserving both the spatial and temporal
structures of the action occurring in a video sequence. Moreover, this technique often
require a pre-processing step such as background subtraction and segmentation. However, previous spatio-temporal feature-based approaches whether local or holistic have
focused on action recognition accuracy, and given less attention on the computational
cost caused by these action representations. Local action representation is discussed in
the next section.

2.3

Local action representation

The action representation discussed in this section are done through local approaches,
also known as local methods, that use local spatio-temporal features extracted from 3D
space-time volumes in order to represent and recognize actions. These approaches are
motivated by the fact that a 3D space-time volume is essentially considered as a solid 3D
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object and the extracted appropriate features characterizing 3D volumes for each action
can be used to recognize an action through learning models. Generally, the recognition
of an action is described by a methodology which engages three components of which
two, feature extraction and feature representation, are used for action representation,
and the third one is the classification component which has the ability to learn from the
newly represented features. Moreover, local features are first extracted to capture local
motion information of an human from the 3D space-time volume. Secondly, the extracted
features, which may come on various forms, are then put together to represent the actions
while taking into account or ignoring possible exiting spatio-temporal relations. Lastly,
learning or recognition algorithms are used to classify the actions.
Furthermore, as local representations describe action as a collection of independent
patches, their computation is done by detecting spatio-temporal interest points (STIP)
followed by the description of local patches around these points [1]. Thus the extraction
of local spatio-temporal features consists of two processes– feature detection and feature
description. The former analyzes every pixels to detect the presence of a feature at the
considered pixel. Around the detected pixels designated as STIP, patches are cropped at
pre-determined spatial and temporal scales and orientations. This process is done with
the help of feature detectors such as Cuboid [37], Harris3D [31], Dense sampling [52],
and Hessian [53]. Figure .2.2 shows examples of cuboids at detected interest points. The

Figure 2.2: Extraction of spacetime cuboids at interest points from similar actions
performed by different persons [1].

latter describes local patches in local representations that are ideally invariant to background clutter, appearance and occlusions, and possibly to rotation and scale [1]. Few
feature descriptors have been identified in the literature. In [37], the Cuboid descriptor
is used to describe the detected 3D patches, and the gradients derived from them are
concatenated into a feature vector which is later reduced by applying a dimensional
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reduction such as PCA. In [31], a combination of HOG and HOF descriptors is used
to describe the local appearance and motion by binning histograms of spatial gradient
and optical flow which are computed and accumulated in space-time neighborhoods of
detected interest points. In [2] and [32], SIFT and HOG descriptors, originally proposed
for the recognition of objects and pedestrians in static images by Lowe [54] and Dala
et al. [55] respectively, are extended to space-time volumes to extract dynamic features
for the recognition of human actions in video sequences. These extensions also named
3D-SIFT and HOG3D descriptors share in common some similarities as they are both
based on histograms of gradients. The process of extracting a HOG3D descriptor is
shown in Figure 2.3. Here regular polyhedrons are used in a uniform way to quantize
the orientation of spatio-temporal gradients. Another descriptor used for the extraction of spatio-temporal features is the extended SURF descriptor [53] which is simply
an extension of the SURF descriptor used for 2D image but applied to videos. This

Figure 2.3: Process of extracting HOG3D descriptor [2].

descriptor also shares some similarities with the SIFT descriptor but differs to other
descriptors with its quantization measure leading to the feature vectors. In addition,
new spatio-temporal features resulting from the above-mentioned local descriptors, because of their sparse or dense nature and for classification purpose, are further processed
into a suitable dictionary of visual vocabularies through feature representations such as
k-means, Bag-of-words (BoWs) and sparse coding. Besides propagating large quantization errors, the computational cost of feature representations is as expensive as the
process of detecting and describing local features. For that reason, we also review in
the next section the holistic action representation for its good interpretability, simplicity
and comptutational efficiency.
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Holistic action representation

In this section, we discuss various holistic action representations also known as holistic
or global approaches. A HAR system developed based on a holistic approach is referred to as a recognition system that takes into account the whole videos sequences
and extract holistic features that are later used in the classification. The term holistic
implies the homogeneity in representing the spatio-temporal descriptors. Here every
point in the space-time volumes is processed in the same way. This consequently eases
up computation of features which is done densely or parallelly. Recently, besides their
computational efficiency, these representations have drawn an increasing attention due
to their ability at encoding more visual information while preserving both spatial and
temporal structures of occurring actions in video sequences. In the literature, these representations can be categorized as two type of methods, the handcrafted feature based
methods and the deep learning feature based methods.

2.4.1

Handcrafted feature-based methods

Handcrafted feature-based approaches also known as traditional approaches have been
the most commonly used in computer vision. These approaches require a knowledge of
the data at hand in order to extract relevant features; features that are discriminative
and of reduced dimension for good recognition. Primarily, they were applied to 2D data
such as images and then later extended to 3D data to accommodate vision-based human
action recognition. Such extension has facilitated the search for interest points known
as STIPs [31] in videos leading to local action representations as discussed in 2.2, and
the exploitation of the whole 3D space-time volume leading to holistic action representations [56] known also as global approaches. In contrast to local action representations
which are based on the description of human actions as a collection of independent video
patches, holistic action representations are referred to as methods based on the global
appearance and motion which capture global features irrespective of any notion of parts
of the human body or STIPs. As handcrafted feature-based methods generally operate
at video pixel levels and measure low-level statistics of spatial body shapes and temporal motions [51], handcrafted holistic approaches in the literature can be grouped into
statistical feature based approaches and structural feature based approaches.

2.4.1.1

Statistical-based holistic approaches

Statistical-based holistic approaches such as PCA, LDA, FLDA and RDA have tremendously been employed in the field of pattern recognition, especially in face recognition
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(FR) [57–62]. Most of these techniques were copied from FR and improved to suit the
recognition of human activities. These techniques, also identified as feature extraction,
play an important role in reducing the high dimensionality of the data.
The PCA approach have been proven successful in the FR related applications. This
approach transforms a two-dimensional facial image expressed in one-dimension into
compact principal components representing the feature space [63]. These principal components are essential characteristics known as eigenfaces [64]. The derived features are
arranged with respect to their respectively importance. The least important features
belong to the null subspace of the eigenspace. By removing features partly (null subspace), the approach acts as a dimensionality reduction technique. However the features
obtained from this approach lacks robustness and yields to poor recognition due to inadequate feature representation. When applying PCA to HAR, the initial data (video)
is then mapped into a lower dimensional space through a linear combination of the best
eigenvectors. These eigenvectors are derived by retaining eigenvectors corresponding to
the highest eigenvalues from the computed sample covariance matrix. The computation
of covariances is effectuated from the considered dataset. Let X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } be
a set of m−dimensional column vectors constituting the training set taken from the
dataset , where xi ∈ Rn . The covariance matrix S ∈ Rm×m can then be described as
n

S=

1X
(xi − c)(xi − c)T ,
n

(2.1)

i=1

where c =

1
n

Pn

i=1 xi

is the average of all the data points. As the matrix S is real and

symmetric, then there exist a real and unitary matrix V and a real diagonal matrix Λ
such that V T SV = Λ. The elements of the diagonal matrix Λ are the eigenvalues of
S, and the columns of V are corresponding eigenvectors of S also known as principal
components. Considering λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λn sorted as λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . λn and their respective
eigenvectors v1 , v2 , . . . , vn , a new feature vector or data point is formed by projecting
the original data point xi on the eigenvector vk by means of
yik = vkT (xi − c),

1 ≤ k ≤ n.

(2.2)

Moreover, a collection of feature vectors yik sorted in decreasing order of eigenvalues,
represents a new coordinate system where projected data points are well observed. Based
on the fact that eigenvalues near zero are perceived to hold less relevant information for
recognition purpose, their corresponding vectors are discarded [65]. Hence a reduced
coordinate system constituted of eigenvectors with the highest eigenvalues is created.
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The considered set of eigenvectors is denoted by
V = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vl ]

(2.3)

with l < n and l being the number of features often selected based on an application.
In [3], PCA was used as an unsupervised approach to extract features from the Weizmann
database which were later classified using the Euclidean distance measure but performed
poorly. Contrarily to the direct application of PCA as a feature extraction techniques,
PCA is the most used data reduction technique in the literature. It has been used
either in the preprocessing or the post-processing stage of HAR systems. In [66], the
pre-processing of silhouette vectors was followed by the PCA technique which extracted
the relevant human activity silhouette features by decreasing the amount of redundant
information. Other feature extraction techniques used in association with PCA for HAR
are HOG, Local Binary Pattern on Three Orthogonal Planes(LBP-TOP) and 3D-SIFT
which were found in [67], [68] and [69] respectively. Though the use of PCA in a postprocessing mode yields very reduced feature samples for the learning models, it increases
the computational cost of the overall HAR system.
Another statistical based holistic approach that betters the recognition rate produced
by PCA is the LDA approach. This approach also known as a generalization of FLDA
is a supervised technique that outperforms the PCA approach in terms of classification
performance by taking class separability into consideration [70]. Linear discriminant
analysis determines, while reducing the dimensionality of feature vectors, a projective
feature space with most discriminant features. This is achieved by maximizing the
between-class scatter matrix and minimizing the within-class scatter matrix. These
matrices are respectively denoted by Sω and Sb , and respectively defined by

Sω =

nC X
nE
X
(yj − ci )(yj − ci )T ,

(2.4)

i=1 j=1

and
Sb =

nC
X

(ci − c)(ci − c)T ,

(2.5)

i=1

where nC, nE, yj , ci and c represent respectively the number of classes, the number
of elements per class, the resulting feature vectors derived through PCA by means
of Equation 2.3, the mean of each class, the mean of all the classes. The optimal
discrimination matrix Wlda that maximizes the ratio of the determinant of the betweenclass matrix Sb to the determinant of the within-class matrix Sω can be found by solving
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the following optimization problem
Wlda = arg max

W T Sb W
,
W T Sω W

(2.6)

where Wlda is the set of discriminant vectors of Sw and Sb corresponding to the (nC-1)
largest eigenvalues. The objective function in Equation 2.6 implies the need to increase
the between-class variance and decrease the within-class variance. Thus, if Sw is not a
singular matrix, then Wlda can be found by solving the equivalent generalized eigenvalue
problem defined by
Sb Wlda = λSw Wlda ,

(2.7)

Sw−1 Sb Wlda = λWlda .

(2.8)

which implies that

Moreover, the set of discriminant vectors denoted by Wlda = [w1 , w2 , . . . , wk ]T can be
found by solving Equation 2.9 below
Sb wi = λi Sw wi ,

i = 1, 2, . . . , nC − 1

(2.9)

where the rank of Sb is less or equal to nC − 1 with nC − 1 which is the maximum value
of k. Hence the feature vectors produced by the LDA approach are given by multiplying
the new feature vectors derived from the PCA (Equation 2.2), which is an intermediate
step of LDA, by the discriminant vectors (2.9). This technique has produced very good
classification results in a number of applications [71–73], but still suffers from two major
problems (1) small sample size (SSS) problem which is experienced when the dimension
of the reduced feature space is still larger than the total number of the training vectors,
and (2) the null feature space which may possess discriminative properties but ignored
during the feature representation. In [3], it was found that the result of the discriminant
evaluation according to Fisher criteria was not directly practical to the HAR area due to
the limited number of training samples, temporal dependencies in the image capture of
the same activity, and the noise in high dimensionality of the activity images. Another
implication to this impracticability was the computation of the inverse of the within-class
scatter matrix as required in Equation 2.8. An inaccurate computed result produces
a imprecise estimation of the eigenvalues leading to an exponential increase of error
distorting the discriminant analysis. High computational complexity was also observed
in many solution discussed in [70]. Among these proposed solutions, RDA also referred
to as a generalization of LDA, has been proven to be more effective [74–76], and robust
against the SSS problem [77]. Initially introduced by Friedman in [78], the first RDA
approach is based on the shrinkage covariance matrix with two parameters found through
a grid-searching process minimizing the classification error. Later on, there have been
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many progressive works done which produced RDA variants with good improvement of
recognition performance despite high computational complexity.
Recently, related RDA techniques, which involve both eigenspectrum modeling and subspace decomposition, have been applied to recognize human activities. These techniques aim at decomposing the entire eigenspace spanned by the eigenvectors into subspaces. An illustration of a decomposition into three subspaces is depicted in Figure
2.4. These subspaces are a reliable activity variation-dominating subspace, an unreliable noise variation-dominating subspace and a null subspace, and denoted respectively
w n
m
w rw
by P = {ϕw
k }k=1 , N = {ϕk }k=m+1 , and Φ = {ϕk }k=rw +1 . Moreover, the decomposition

of the eigenspace allows the identification of unreliable eigenvalues and their modification for better generalization through parametric eigenspectrum modeling. In [3, 79],
the authors have proposed a 3-parameter based eigenfeature regularization scheme (3parameter) for HAR application which was an improvement of the 2-parameter applied
to FR [59]. This 3-parameter scheme outperformed both the 2-parameter and the FLDA
when applied to popular database such as KTH, Wizmann datasets [3]. Furthermore, in
[80] a proposed 4-parameter regularization scheme that outperformed the 3-parameter
on the KTH databases in terms of recognition rate, the calculation of the parameters
added a computational load to the whole HAR process. However, the computational

Figure 2.4: Eigenspace decomposed into principal (P), noise (N), and null (Φ) subspaces based on a typical real eigenspectrum of human activity data [3].

complexity of the proposed RDA methods for HAR application is greater than other
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subspace methods because the entire space of the within-class scatter matrix is considered while evaluating discriminant values. By consequent, statistical-based approaches
are computational costly, especially the search of best-fit parameters. Hence the need
to explore other holistic or appearance-based approaches.

2.4.1.2

Structural-based holistic approaches

Structural-based holistic approaches are techniques that represent human actions by
their global appearance and motion while preserving their structural information made
of both spatial and temporal structures of actions taking place in a video sequence.
Action representations produced from these approaches have shown satisfactory performance, especially in scenes with relatively static background [7, 81, 82]. Most of HAR
methodologies employing holistic approaches require a pre-processing stage to get visual
data gathered from visual-based sensors ready for further processing as shown in Figure
1.3. This stage includes image processing tools such as background subtraction [83],
foreground extraction [84], and morphological operations [85]. This stage is also crucial
in holistic HAR applications as it allows isolation of the moving subject in the video
by reducing the research space which results in a region of interest (ROI), and improve
performance in terms of computational cost [86]. Figure 2.5 shows an example of moving human detection using background subtraction technique which is the simplest of
all. This technique consists in separating the foreground from the background image in

Figure 2.5: Example of background extraction

order to get an image that contains only the moving object. A subtraction with respect
to a predefined threshold is done between every new image and the initial background
image to obtain relevant information referred to as silhouette information. However, a
static background image contributing to an effective extraction of the background does
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not always reflect the reality since real-life applications in most cases experience a dynamic background which are results of change in illumination, moving objects that are
not part of the ROI, presence of shadows, and also moving viewpoints of the camera.
Many methods on background modeling have been proposed to address the problem of
robustness [87–90]. In addition, the detection of ROI has given rise to the creation of
three types of global approaches to represent human action holistically. The first one is
based on the human shape derived from the pre-processing stage. This approach is also
called silhouette-based approach since it targets the 2D spatial representation of actions.
The second one is based on the human motion displayed by consecutive silhouettes. This
approach is also known as motion-based approach since it targets the motion structure
of actions. The third one is based on the spatio-temporal volumes formed by stacking
silhouettes. This approach is then referred to as spatio-temporal-based approach since it
targets the combination of both the spatial and motion structures.
Silhouette-based approaches characterize actions in video by capturing shape features from the human image or silhouette obtained from background extraction. Although a human silhouette is subject to noise due to an fallible background extraction
and somewhat sensitive to different angles at which video is captured, it still encodes
implicitly the anthropometry of the human while carrying important information such
as contour and the occupied region. In [91], relevant features are extracted from the
silhouette and its surrounding regions between canvas and human body. The work of
Yamato et al. [4] is among the first to propose silhouette images (see Figure. 2.6) for

Figure 2.6: Examples of human silhouettes for tennis play actions [4]

HAR based on Hidden Markov model (HMM). A grid representation is computed over
the silhouette and a ratio of foreground to background pixel for each cells within the
underlying region of the silhouette is calculated. These grid representations are then
quantized into a vocabulary, and human actions learned as sequences of words using
a HMM. In [92], the authors have proposed matching template techniques that reduce
significantly the effect of noise in silhouette image by dividing the ROI into fixed spatial
or temporal grid. Moreover, a region-based HAR approach is proposed in [93], where the
human silhouette is divided into fixed number of grids and cells for action representation
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which is later fed to a hybrid SVM-NN classifier for the purpose of action recognition.
Another approach proposed in [94] has exploited the contour points of the human silhouette in a radial scheme to represent action and the SVM classifier used for classification.
These contour points also served for global pose representation in [95], where action were
learned with sequences of key poses. Such pose representation helped to deal with issue
of redundancy introduced by the inside part of the silhouette. Also no morphological
pre-processing steps were needed to better the detection of the human silhouette and
reduce the sensitivity due to variations in viewpoint or illumination. However, although
the silhouette-based approaches provide shape information they fail to capture motion
information which also play a key role in describing actions in videos.
Motion-based approaches form part of holistic or global approaches for HAR. These
approaches characterize actions in a video by capturing motion features between successive video frames. They are implemented through either extraction of optical flows or
accumulation of the human silhouettes. Approaches based on optical flows often represents motion in videos by measuring pixel displacements between two successive images.
Here the motion information from the input video is transformed to feature vectors
which are further fed into learning models. Polana and Nelson first employ optical flow
method to track human along with an action representation using spatio-temporal grids
of optical flow magnitudes [96]. In [5], a motion descriptor based on both smoothed and
aggregated optical flow measurements over a spatio-temporal volume is proposed. The
authors track a soccer players in a sport footage and calculate optical flow in the ROI.
Derived descriptors, which are presented into four channels as shown in Figure 2.7, are
used in a nearest-neighbor framework for classification purpose. Similar approaches for
action representation are used in [97–99]. However, the success of using optical flowbased approach relies on the selected algorithms for a reliable optical flow estimation.
Usually, features extracted immediately from the optical flow are imprecise since they
are negatively influenced by environment variation such as illuminations, and noise [100].
For this reason, some improvement on the extraction of motion-based features are proposed in [101, 102]. Moreover, state-of-the-art performance have been achieved using
optical flow to the expense of facing serious difficulties in estimating optical flow and
resulted in an increased computational cost.
Spatio-temporal-based approaches originate from accumulated human silhouettes
that result in compact forms called spatio-temporal motion templates or simply temporal
templates. These approaches based on temporal templates provide global features as
global action representation by focusing on human movement. The development of
temporal templates such as Motion Energy Image (MEI) and Motion History Image
(MHI) is originally introduced by Bobick and Davis [81, 103, 104] in order to recognize
various types of aerobics exercise [81]. The MEI is a binary image that shows the regions
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Figure 2.7: Constructed motion descriptor based on optical flow [5]. (a) Original
video frame, (b) Optical flow Fx,y , (c) Separation into x and y components of optical
flow vectors, (d) Rectification of channels producing 4 separate channels, (e) Blurred
motion channels

where motion occurs, whereas the MHI is a grayscale image representing how motion
changes over time. From Figure 2.8, one can observe that the MEI image present two

Figure 2.8: Example of a binary MEI image for a bending action

pixel intensity values, either ’1’ for white pixels indicating the motion regions referred
to as energy of the image or ’0’ for black pixels indicating non-moving regions. Thus the
MEI is then defined as spatial distribution of motion energy derived from a cumulative
silhouettes. Let I(x, y, t) be an image sequence and D(x, y, t) a binary image sequence
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representing motion regions which can be obtained by background subtraction or optical
flow. Then the MEI denoted by Eτ (x, y, t) is defined by
Eτ (x, y, t) =

τ[
−1

D(x, y, t − i),

(2.10)

i=0

where the duration τ is critical in defining the temporal extent of an action [105]. However, the MEI representation provides the presence of motion but fails to show the
direction of motion within its template as the MHI template does.
Moreover, based on the MEI template which shows the spatial distribution of the contours and energy of the motion, a Motion History Image (MHI) can be generated. The
MHI template is a vision-based template representation that expresses the target motion
in the form of image brightness by calculating the pixel change at the same position in
the time period. It is an image in which the gray value of each pixel represents the most
recent motion of the pixel at that location in a set of video sequences. The closer the
last motion is to the current frame, the higher the gray value of the pixel. Therefore,
the MHI image can represent the most recent movements of the human body during
an action, which makes MHI widely used in the field of motion recognition. Figure 2.9
shows an example of MHI for a bending action. The concept of the MHI template is

Figure 2.9: Example of a grayscale MHI image for a bending action

extensively discussed in [106, 107]. Let Hτ be the intensity value of the motion history
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pixel, Hτ (x, y, t) calculated as

τ
Hτ (x, y, t) =
max(0, H (x, y, t) − δ)
τ

if Ψ (x, y, t) = 1

(2.11)

otherwise

where (x, y) and t are the position and time of the pixel respectively; τ is the duration,
which determines the time range of motion in terms of the number of frames; δ is the
decay parameter. Ψ (x, y, t) is an update function, which can be defined by various methods such as interframe difference, image difference or optical flow [108]. The interframe
difference method is most commonly used and the update function defined as

1
Ψ (x, y, t) =
0

if D(x, y, t) ≤ 

(2.12)

otherwise

and the interframe difference which is the difference of frames denoted by D(x, y, t) is
given by
D(x, y, t) = |I(x, y, t) − I(x, y, t ± λ))|,

(2.13)

where I(x, y, t) is the intensity value of the tth -frame coordinate (x, y) pixel of the video
image sequence, λ is the interframe distance, and  is the artificially given difference
threshold, along with the video scene. All these parameters have a great effect in the
generation of MHI images, therefore their selection should be done carefully in order to
get a good motion representation. A comprehensive analysis is conducted in [6] to evaluate the dependences on parameters τ , δ, , and λ while developing MHI images. Figures

Figure 2.10: Illustraction of the dependence on τ in calculating the MHI template [6]
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2.10, 2.11, 2.12 illustrate these dependences. When generating the MHI template, if
the duration τ is less than the number of frames in which the motion continues, a loss
of the motion information can be observed. As shown in Figure 2.10, for a left-handed
waving action video made of 26 frames as length, the parameter τ equals to 10, 15, 20,
50, 100, and 250 respectively, and the parameter δ to be 1 are considered to make the
MHI templates. For the case where the duration of motion as shown in the top row
templates is less than the video frame length (τ < 26) , the MHI template loses the
motion information at the beginning of the motion. Conversely, if the duration τ is set
too large compared to the video frame length, then the change in the pixel intensity
value in the MHI template will become less significant. In the bottom row of Figure
2.10, the far right MHI template corresponding to a duration about 10 times the total
length of the video (τ > 26) shows the nonzero intensity values which are very close,
making it difficult to distinguish between waving to the left and putting the hand down.
Consequently, the impact caused by the selection of the duration τ with respect to δ
must be considered when generating MHI images.
At the same time, the selection of the decay parameter δ has a significant impact on
the generation of motion history templates. When reading the previous frame, for a
particular pixel location where the motion region has occurred, if the location is turned
to a stationary state or the motion state is not changed, the intensity value of the pixel
in the motion history template is decreased by δ size. In the basic MHI representing
method, the value of δ is usually taken as 1, but the actual δ value in the actual operation
may change the information provided by the motion history image. Therefore, δ can
take the corresponding empirical value according to the research needs. Figure 2.11, for

Figure 2.11: Illustraction of the dependence on δ in calculating the MHI template [6]

the motion of bending the left hand, illustrates the progressive removal of earlier trail of
motion sequence as the δ value increases (1, 3, 5 and 10). In addition, the combination
of the duration τ and the decay parameter δ in the motion history function determines
the time at which the pixel intensity of the motion region decays to zero. A larger τ
combined with a smaller δ produces a continuous, slowly varying gradient distribution,
while a larger δ combined with a larger τ results in a discrete stepped stratification.
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Moreover, the difference threshold  is as well one of the important parameters of the
motion history function. In the four MHI images shown in the Figure 2.12, the difference
threshold increases from left to right,  equals to 30, 50, 75, and 150 respectively. It

Figure 2.12: Dependence on . From left to right  = 30, 50, 75, 150 respectively [6]

can be observed that when the difference threshold is too small, the foreground and
background of the motion cannot be well distinguished, and the background of the MHI
template is full of noise. The background noise gradually disappears as the difference
threshold increases, and instead a cavity appears in the center of the motion region. The
void increases as the threshold increases until only the edge portion of the motion remains
in the MHI template. However, for larger value of , some part of motion information
is missed in the process. This is illustrated in the right-most image in Figure 2.12 for
 = 150. Therefore, special attention needs to be paid on the selection of the difference
threshold or the update function when handcrafting MHI templates.
Instead of modeling the motion history in a single image that is also challenged by issues of self-occlusions, Blank et al. [109] and Gorelick et al. [7] overcome this limitation
by first stacking the silhouettes from a given video sequence to form a space-time volume also referred to as spatio-temporal volumes. Examples of spatio-temporal volumes
for three different actions are shown in Figure 2.13. This approach, spatio-temporal

Figure 2.13: Examples of STV from stacked silhouettes [7]

volume-based approach, provides quite robust representation and utilizes properties of
the solution of the Poisson equation to extract features such as local spatio-temporal
saliency, shape structure, orientation of a pixel in relation to its neighborhood, and action dynamics. Global descriptors are thus obtained for a given time interval by adding
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up the moments for local descriptors. Therefore the KNN classifier, fed by these features,
facilitates the recognition of actions. Moreover, in [110, 111], silhouettes from multiple
cameras are combined to build a representation based on voxels (3D pixels) resulting
to a Motion History Volume (MHV) which is considered as an extension of MHI in 3D.
Examples of motion history volumes for three different actions are shown in Figure 2.14.
Although this representation is quite informative, it requires the extraction of silhou-

Figure 2.14: Examples of MHV from combined silhouettes [7]

ette and also a network of calibrated cameras. In [112], the authors have proposed to
transform MHV into frequency domain. Prior to this, they first started by building the
MHV which is divided into sub-volumes. The vector of primitives corresponds to the
average frequency obtained. The classification is based on a matching technique using
a weighted Euclidean distance. Their method has shown itself robust to both change
of viewpoint and noise. However, the required processes such as parallel background
subtraction, multiple camera synchronization, and mostly additional computational expenses due to calibration for STV approaches remain challenging [113] besides their
satisfactory state-of-the-art performance.
Further, spatio-temporal templates (especially MHI templates) have been extensively
employed to derive feature vectors as outcome from action representation for recognition
purpose. Human action recognition forms part of applications where MHI-based methods are considered. The work of Ahad [106] demonstrates the employability of MEI, MHI
and related variants in applications such as action recognition [6, 8, 81, 110, 114–122],
gesture recognition [123–125], gait recognition [126–128] and video analysis [129–131].
Various strategies resulting to MHI variants are proposed for better motion representation, e.g. the Directional MHI (DMHI) tackles the issue of overwriting [119] and the
Hierarchical Motion History Histogram (HMHH) improves MHI representation [132].
However, these improved MHI-based representations at the low-level do not guarantee
full description of action in the scene, therefore feature descriptors are used to characterize them in a representation ideally invariant to appearance and occlusions, background
clutter, and even to shapes. As already mentioned by Ahad that no method, including
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template-based method, can single-handedly address problems related to action recognition. This implies that a combination of relevant approaches, methods, techniques or
representations are to be employed for better action recognition.
In a basic MHI-based approach [81], feature vectors representing Hu moments are calculated from both MHI and MEI images. Though these Hu moments can discriminate
between shapes, they are difficult to reason about intuitively [81] and their computation
is expensive depending of the template resolutions. Other approaches that take advantage of the textural riches of template such as MHI are found in the literature and are
often referred to as textural feature-based approaches. These approaches make use of
hand-crafted descriptors to examine each pixel and its neighborhood pixels, then extract
relevant features through an encoding process. Necessary skills from feature engineering,
which insure that resulting feature vectors from the process are discriminative and of
low dimension, are required. Some of the commonly used feature descriptors for HAR
are Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [16, 33, 55, 133–136] and Local Binary
Patterns (LBP) [8, 68, 137–139] descriptors.
Histogram of oriented gradients [55] is initially used for object detection in computer
vision and image processing. This descriptor counts the occurrences of gradient orientation in the localized ROI. Characteristics also known as HOG features that are derived
from this approach correspond to the orientation histogram formed by considering both
magnitude and direction computed at each pixel location using the gradient images. For
a 2D grayscale image I(x, y), gradient images Gx and Gy representing the horizontal and
vertical gradient respectively are calculated by filtering the image I(x, y) with the horizontal kernel [−1, 0, 1] and the vertical kernel [−1, 0, 1]T . From the computed gradient
images, the magnitude is calculated as
m(x, y) =

q

G2x (x, y) + G2y (x, y),

(2.14)

and the direction or orientation as
θ(x, y) = tan−1 (

Gx (x, y)
).
Gy (x, y)

(2.15)

Equations 2.14 and 2.15 stand for the HOG feature extraction phase which also includes
orientation binning, block description, and block normalization as processes yielding to
the feature representation. The gradient image is then divided into cells and the orientation θ(x, y) obtained at each cell is quantized into orientation bins which are weighted
by its respective magnitude m(x, y) in order to form the corresponding histogram representing a block of a predefined number of cells. As many blocks of grouped cells are
considered, they may be described by various geometries (e.g. rectangular R-HOG or
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circular C-HOG) to overcome both illumination and contrast variations. The final HOG
descriptor is a feature vector formed by concatenating the histograms of all the blocks
after they have been normalized. These HOG features are usually fed to learning models
such as KNN and SVM classifiers for recognition purpose. Many HAR applications have
used HOG features to describe MHI templates. These HOG features were found robust
as compared to the MHI descriptor when used uniquely [140]. And this because of the
ability of HOG descriptor to capture local appearance and shape as a distribution of
local intensity gradients or edge directions [16].
In [33], a multi-view HAR approach based on the description of MHI templates was
proposed to overcome the high-dimensional representation due to multi-camera data at
hand. Single MHI was considered at each viewed action video and later translated into
HOG features, then classified using a simple nearest neighbor classifier. Good accuracies were also reported when MHI-HOG scheme was applied on well known benchmark
Multicamera Human Action Video (MuHAVi) datasets [141]. The importance of using HOG description of MHI templates was also highlighted as the obtained results in
terms of recognition rate outperformed the state-of-the-art approaches [140, 142]. However, these approaches can be computational expensive because they require setting up
of multicamera during both training and testing phases as the person observed may
be outside the range of camera. Therefore single-view approaches, though challenging,
remain relevant in HAR applications and are presented in this thesis.
In [16], pedestrian activities are classified using motion patterns and HOG descriptors.
The authors also highlight the impact of the HOG description in capturing both structure and shape within temporal templates such as MHI and MEI. Three schemes [16]; the
MHI-HOG-SVM (MHS) model, MHI-MEI-SVM (MMHS) model and MHI-HOG-KNN
(MHK) model, are compared. The MHS model with an accuracy of about 91% outperforms the MMHS and MHK models whose accuracies are 83% and 74% respectively. In
addition, recognition rates obtained from different classifiers reveal HOG descriptors and
SVM classifier as a better combination for action recognition. Similar conclusion is also
reached in [143] as the authors compare performance of HOG-SVM, HOG-KNN, STIPSVM, and STIP-KNN schemes through their validation on two popular datasets; KTH
and Weizmann datasets. Besides the HOG-SVM scheme outperforming the HOG-KNN
scheme, both schemes demonstrate that HOG features as a holistic feature representation is more discriminative than the STIP features, a local feature representation.
Recognition accuracies provided by both HOG-KNN and HOG-SVM models are about
twice those of STIP-KNN and STIP-SVM models, and also the time required to extract
STIP features is about thrice that of extracting HOG features. However, this performance highlighted in [143] corresponds to features extracted from video frames and can
be improved considerably if one uses a compact feature representation such as MHI
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template per video. Ahad et al. [107] introduce the LBP operator as a texture operator,
which encodes the direction of motion from non-monotonous areas of MHI templates,
in combination with HOG descriptor to model human actions by describing human motions as texture patterns. This approach, that includes the SVM classifier, yields more
accurate result with moderate computational expenses as LBP and HOG descriptors are
computational simple feature extractors. Their scheme also symbolized by MHI-LBPHOG-SVM (MLHS) is tested on the KTH action dataset and Pedestrian action dataset.
Although LBP features have played a complementary role in the HOG-LBP feature representation, they have been proven to be more accurate, sparser, computational simpler
than the gradient-based features such as HOG features [144, 145].
Originally introduced by Ojala et al. [41], the LBP operator is proven to be a powerful
technique for texture description. Applications such as background modeling [146], face
recognition [147], FER [148–150] and HAR [8, 68, 137–139] have gained from LBP and
related variants such as CS-LBP, uniform LBP, LBP-TOP, VLBP, etc. for their tolerance
in illumination changes, computational simplicity and speed. This LBP operator labels
the pixels of a considered image by thresholding the local neighborhood around each
pixel with the center pixel value resulting in a binary code. The formation of a basic
LBP operator in the case of 3 × 3 neighborhoods is illustrated in Figure 2.15. The
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Figure 2.15: The basic LBP operator

resulting binary number is made of a total of eight bits yielding a total of 256 possible
binary patterns. The basic of LBP operator is later extended to arbitrary circular local
neighborhoods instead of a squared one as shown in Figure 2.15 to somehow achieve
multi-scale analysis and rotation invariance [151]. The circular neighborhood is defined
by a set of sampling points evenly spaced on a circle centered at the pixel to be labeled.
The variables governing the circular local neighborhood structure are the number of
sampling points and the radius of the circle, both denoted by P and R respectively.
In addition, the sampling point not falling in the center of a pixel is chosen by means
of bilinear interpolation. An example of the circular LBP operator is illustrated in
Figure 2.16. Moreover, the theory of circular LBP operator is formally defined as follows
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Figure 2.16: The circular (8,1), (16,2) and (8,3) neighborhoods respectively

[145, 151, 152]: Given a pixel at location (xc , yc ) and its circular neighborhood (P, R),
sampling points locations (xk , yk ) are computed as

(xk , yk ) =


xc + Rcos

2πk
P




, yc − Rsin

2πk
P


,

(2.16)

and the intensity values at these sampling points denoted by vp = I(xk , yk ) with p =
{0, 1, 2, . . . , P − 1}. The basic LBP code is then expressed in the decimal format as:

LBPP,R (xk , yk ) =

P
−1
X

S (vp , vc ) 2p ,

(2.17)

p=0

where vp and vc are respectively intensity values of the center pixel and the pth neighborhood pixels in the circular neighborhood (P, R), and the thresholding function S(u)
is defined as:


1,
S (u) =
0,

u≥0

.

(2.18)

u<0

For P spaced sampling points, the 2P LBP codes ranging between 0 and 2P −1 are derived to form a LBP feature vector also identified as a histogram that is a collection of
occurrences of different binary patterns representing different types of texture primitives
such as edges, corners,flat areas, spots and lines ass shown in Figure 2.17. The above

Figure 2.17: Examples of texture primitives detectable by LBP
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definitions (Equations 2.16, 2.17 and 2.18) mark the feature extraction phase by expressing the properties of the LBP operator, which include its resistance to illumination
variations and its simplicity in computation, making it attractive for FER [10] and HAR
[8, 137–139, 153, 154] applications that share a common LBP feature-based methodology. In the literature, texture-based description of human action can be grouped in two
categories:

• The first category is made of static texture-based method [8] that use temporal
templates as still images produced at the preprocessing stage to characterize motion by extracting LBP histograms from both MEI and MHI templates. Based
on the definition of each templates, it is observed that LBP patterns derived from
the MHI template encode information about the direction of the motion whereas
those derived from the MEI describe the overall pose and shape of motion. The
global feature histogram representing an action is built by concatenating the MHI
and MEI based LBP sub-region histograms. Figure 2.18 illustrates the formation
of the LBP histograms used in sequential development of HMMs for recognition
purpose.

Figure 2.18: Illustration of the formation of a static based feature descriptor[8]

• The second category groups dynamic texture-based methods which are applied
directly on video frames to extract dynamic texture features. In [9], the volume
local binary pattern (VLBP) operator, an extension of the LBP operator, is used to
model dynamic texture features as a texture descriptor combining appearance and
motion. While operating in the spatio-temporal domain, this operator provides
temporal features that are robust with respect to grayscale changes and geometric
transformations such as translation and rotation. The VLBP operator, also called
3D-LBP, considers neighborhood frames to develop neighborhood sets in volume,
as illustrated in Figure 2.19, to characterize the spatial structure of the local
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Figure 2.19: (a) Spatio-temporal volumes (Red formed volume for L = 1 and purple
formed volume for L = 2). (b) Circular symmetric neighborhood sets in volume for
R = 1, P = 8. (c) Neighborhood sampling point along the helix on the surface of
cylinder for P = 4 [9]

volume dynamic texture as

V LBPL,P,R (xk , yk , tk ) =

3P
+1
X

vp 2p ,

(2.19)

p=0

where (xk , yk , tk ) is the pixel location that locates the sampling points within the
volume, L is the added dimension that represents the time interval and vp is the
joint distribution of grayscale levels that defines the dynamic texture in the local
neighborhood. Although good accuracies with the VLBP dynamic texture features is reported for the MIT and DynText texture databases [9, 10], and also for
Cohn-Kanade facial expression database [10], the number of patterns constituting
the VLBP histogram is very large with a size of about 23P +2 with respect to the
increase of the P neighborhood sampling points within the volume. A simplified
description of dynamic textures with the LBP-TOP operator is also proposed and
compared to the description provided by the VLBP operator. The LBP-TOP operator describes dynamic texture in a spatio-temporal domain by concatenating
LBP features extracted from three orthogonal planes as illustrated in Figure 2.20.

Figure 2.20: (a) Three orthogonal planes representing the dynamic texture. (b) Each
plane LBP histogram. (c) LBP-TOP histogram as concatenated LBP histograms [10]
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While reducing the computational complexity, this proposition lowers the length
of feature vector to only 3 × 2P as compared to 23P +1 obtained with the VLBP
operator. Besides LBP-TOP good performance on FER database, LBP-TOP has
recently been applied in action recognition. In [138], the authors exploit the information about local or temporal locations by first dividing the bounding volume
through its center into four sub-volumes. Thus the global feature histogram is built
by concatenating single normalized sub-volume histograms as depicted in Figure
2.21. This histogram construction that we name here histogramming is a feature
representation that improves the discriminative power of the texture features that
plays a vital role in the performance during pattern recognition. Good recognition

Figure 2.21: Global feature histogram formed from a bounding volume [10]

rates are reached with the Weizmann and KTH datasets despites a slight increase
in length of the final histogram representing actions. However, histogramming as a
technique for feature representation often yields to a phenomenon called the curse
of dimensionality, especially when histograms computed from resulting blocks of
a divided image or volume are concatenated for better recognition. This concatenation results in high dimensional feature vectors. For instance if one uses
a circular (8, 1) neighborhood to describe an image divided into 64 blocks, then
the resulting LBP8,1 -feature vector is of high dimension equals to 16, 384. This
phenomenon can also occur when considering a large amount of sampling points.
So high dimensionality of feature descriptors implies high discriminative but low
classification effectiveness in terms of speed both at the training and testing stages.
Therefore, a high discriminative feature descriptor with low feature dimension is
a requirement for HAR, especially in circumstances where timely responses are
needed. For this reason, the computer vision community still seeks to re-engineer
existing feature extraction techniques such as LBP descriptor or develop new ones
for effective action recognition.
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Deep learning feature-based methods

Appropriate and efficient representation of raw action videos principally influences the
performance of HAR methods. Other methods, categorized as DL feature-based method
and contrarily to handcrafted feature-based methods where action is represented by
handcrafted feature descriptors, possess the capability to learn features directly or automatically from raw data (images or videos). The concept of end-to-end learning is
then introduced implying transformation from the pixel level to the action recognition.
Resulting trainable feature extractors and computational models of multiple processing
layers are used for action representation and recognition. This type of method, due to
the existence of advanced technology nowadays, is also referred to as modern approach
and now leads the state-of-the-art researches in the field of computer vision. These methods are also known as deep neural networks and rely on the adaptation of multilayered
neural deep architectures to process real-world data [14]. So depending on how architectures are built and what applications, e.g. generation or recognition, it is intended for,
Li Deng and Dong Yu [155] broadly categorize most of the DL models into three major
classes: (1) Supervised or Discriminative models such as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs),
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs); (2)
unsupervised or generative learning models such as Deep Boltzmann Machines (DBMs)
and Deep Belief Networks (DBNs); (3) Hybrid models, which are models that exploit
the characteristics of models in category (1) and category (2) mentioned above.

2.4.2.1

Discriminative models

The most used discriminative models found in the literature for HAR under the supervised class are the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models. Because of their
ability to extract hierarchical features which are built by executing convolutional operations alternating with subsampling operations [11, 156], deep learning models have
shown superior performance at various computer vision tasks, such as object detection
[157], facial expression recognition [158], human pose estimation [159], and human action recognition [13, 14, 160–163]. CNN models, while processing real-world data [14],
rely on the adaptation of multilayered neural deep architectures in the form of multiple
hidden layers to transform bulky raw inputs into class outputs. Their architectures are
generally composed of three principal types of layers; convolution layer, pooling layer
also known as subsampling layer, and full connected layer. An example of a simple
CNN model used to recognize characters is depicted in Figure 2.22. In the convolutional
layer, various kernels are utilized to convolve the entire considered input data as well
as the intermediate feature maps to generate various new feature maps. Doing so, the
convolution operation presents few benefits which are; the weight sharing mechanism in
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Figure 2.22: Basic architecture of CNN model dubbed LeNet-5 by LeCun et al[11]

the same feature maps reducing the number of parameters, the local connectivity learning correlations among neighboring pixels as it is done partly when computing LBPs,
and finally the invariance to object location within the convolving input data. These
benefits also justify the choice of CNNs as a substitute for fully connected layers in the
traditional neural networks, which speed up the training process. Following the convolutional layer, the pooling layer aims at reducing the size of the previous feature maps
for the next convolutional layer. The pooling operation, also referred to as subsampling
or downsampling, usually does not affect the depth of the information although some
loss of information is experienced in the process. This loss is advantageous since the reduction of size yields less computational overhead for the next layer within the network.
Most CNN architecture are wrapped up by a couple of fully connected layers which are
added after several combined convolution and pooling layers. FC layers are where the
high reasoning levels are performed. Here feature maps are converted into a 1D feature
vector which is later fed into a classifier; e.g softmax [164].
Moreover, the architecture of CNNs embodies three major design characteristics which
include the local receptive field, tied or shared weights, and subsampling [165]. These
characteristics, while describing the operation of CNN models, contribute to strong
robustness to both scale and translation variations of local features, and also to the reduction of trainable parameters. Based on local receptive field, a set of neighboring units
belonging to the previous layer constitutes inputs to each unit in the next convolution
layer. By convolving these inputs with convolution filter or kernel as illustrated for a 2D
input image in Figure 2.23, neurons are then given the capability to extract elementary
visual features such as oriented edges, corners, endpoints, etc., forming a feature map.
The feature map, also referred to output feature map, is constructed from input feature
map through a convolution operation, followed by an additive bias and an activation
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Figure 2.23: A typical convolution operation

function, defined mathematically by

yjl = f 


X

l
yil−1 ∗ kij
+ blij  ,

(2.20)

i∈Mj
l is the
where yjl is the output of the current layer, yjl−1 is the previous layer output, kij

kernel for the current layer, blj are the biases for the current layer, and Mj is a selection
of input feature maps. The function f can be either linear or nonlinear activation function such as sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent, rectified linear, or identity functions. Among
the nonlinear activation functions as shown in Figure 2.24, the rectified linear function
also known as Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is found better function over the sigmoid
and hyperbolic tangent functions mostly used in traditional neural networks because
ReLU presents benefits such as alleviation of gradient problems, sparse activation, unilateral inhibition, and wide excitation boundary. Without the introduction of activation

Figure 2.24: Activation functions: Sigmoid, Hyperbolic tangent, and Rectified linear
function
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function, ReLU for instant, in-between or after sets of convolution and pooling layers,
a CNN model cannot be deepened indefinitely, which prevents the aggregation of lower
order features. The combination of these features through subsequent convolution layers
produces higher order features which are more discriminative. The idea of using tied
weights, also referred to parameter sharing, reduces significantly the number of parameters to be learned and ensures hard-coded invariance to translation or position into the
architecture. Such organization of weights also reduces the storage requirements of the
CNN model and does not affect the runtime of the forward propagation [166]. The third
characteristic referring to the subsampling transforms the convolution output at a certain location into a summary statistic of the nearby outputs [166]. This transformation
can be defined as


yil = sub yil−1 ,

(2.21)

where sub(.) represents a subsampling function. The max pooling and the average pooling are the two most used subsampling techniques and are illustrated in Figure. 2.25.
The ability of the max pooling to select superior invariant features, improve generaliza-

Figure 2.25: Average versus Max Pooling

tion, and lead to fast convergence is demonstrated in [167]. This feature of CNN model,
while playing an important role in the CNN performance, assists as well in controlling
the total parameter count . However, the efficiency of a CNN model is enhanced through
the optimization of its output feature map which is highly dependent on hyperparameters such as kernel size, depth, stride, and zero-padding. As these hyperparameters
ditacte the spatial arrangement, they are also used to calculate the size of the output of
a convolutional layer as
O=

V − F + 2P
+ 1,
S

(2.22)

where V is the input volume size (height×width×depth), F is the receptive field size, S
is the stride, and P corresponds to the amount of zero-padding used on border and set
to be
P =

F −S
.
2

(2.23)

In addition, each hyperparameter has a key role in the performance of a CNN model;
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the kernel size decides on the number of learnable weights which if lower yields computational efficiency, the output depth controls neurons count which if reduced significantly
minimizes the total number of neurons within the network, the stride configures how
far the filter or kernel slides or spans within the given input volume during convolution
operations, and lastly the application of zero-padding forces the size for the output of
the convolutional layer to be idem to the input one. Besides the above-mentioned hyperparameters, excluding the zero-padding which is not contributing to the reduction of
the dimension of the feature vectors when the CNN model is used as feature extractor.
Dropout [168, 169] as a regularization technique is often used to alleviate the problem
of overfitting during training process while giving a more efficient representation of the
model. However, the tuning of hyperparameters and the use of Dropout through optimization algorithms such as gradient descent (GD) [170], root mean square propagation
(RMSProp) [171], adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [172], adaptive gradient (AdaGrad) [173] or stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [174] remains essential for any action
recognition applications to cope with basic requirements such as speed, accuracy, and
consistency.
Deep CNN models were initially used for representing and recognizing objects for still
images [175, 176]. An illustration of a 2D-CNN model also called LeNet-5 [11] developed
by LeCun in the early age of CNN is depicted in Figure 2.22. These 2D-CNN models
generally handle 2D raw input data which, in a HAR application, are referred to as video
frames. This type of model can only learn spatial information and ignore the motion
information encoded in multiple adjacent video frames. This ignorance of the motion information was overcome by the use of stacked video frames as input to the deep network
though obtained results underperformed when compared with the handcrafted shallow
representations [177]. Later, through an investigation done by Simonyan and Zisserman
to address the issue, a two-stream (spatial and temporal) convolutional neural network
is proposed for action recognition [12]. Figure 2.26 shows the proposed two-stream CNN
architecture where both the spatial stream and the temporal stream recognize the action
from still video frames and from the motion in the form of dense optical flow respectively. Subsequently, features resulting from these streams are combined through fusion
for action recognition purpose. Although this approach demonstrates superior results as
compared to those obtained from the shallow handcrafted-based representation methods
[178], it is still not suitable for real-time applications because of its computational complexity. Hence a need for a simple CNN model as a single stream, which could handle
video sequence as a unique 3D space-time volume, was imposed. Ji et al. answered
to this need by introducing a 3D CNN model as an extension of a 2D convolution to
the time space while extracting both spatial and temporal (spatial-temporal) features
simultaneously for action recognition. Figure 2.27 illustrates how multiple features are
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Figure 2.26: A two-stream CNN architecture for video classification[12]

extracted from adjacent frames. Kernels of 3D sizes were used for 3D convolutions in

Figure 2.27: Illustration of the extraction of multiple feature from multiple 3D convolutions applied to adjacent frames [13]

convolution layers to abstract spatial-temporal information in a natural way at multiple
semantic level from videos. The proposed 3D CNN architecture consisted of a hard-wired
layer that encodes prior information in the form of grayscale, gradient, dense optical flow
frames by dividing the raw input into sets of 3D CNN layers and spatial pooling layers,
which were then recombined in a succeeding FC layer feeding a softmax output layer
with six separate outputs matching each output to an action class. Motion features were
learned by the 3D CNN layers which are part of the proposed 3D CNN model depicted
in Figure 2.28. A competitive average error rate of 9.8% across a 5-folds of the data was
achieved when applied to KTH action dataset. Although a remarkable success of CNN
models is highlighted in the literature, their application requires huge amount of labeled
data and suffers of high computational complexity during the training of convolutional
kernels. Some works have been proposed to overcome these problems. In [179], Sun
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Figure 2.28: Illustraction of a deep 3CNN model developed by Ji et al [13] for HAR.
The color-coded sets of connections illustrate shared weights in similar color.

et al. proposed factorized spatio-temporal convolutional networks (FSTCN) for HAR
which addressed the computational complexity by simplifying the standard 3D CNN
model into a 2D spatial kernel a lower layers guided by the sequential process and 1D
temporal kernels in the upper layers. This approach reduced the number of parameters which evenly cut down the computational complexity of training process of CNN
kernels. Among the 3D CNN models [14, 180–182] used for HAR, the 3D CNN model
by Tran et al. [183], which also exploited spatio-temporal features, was considered as
the deeper network and validated on four public datasets confirming the suitability of
3D CNN models over the 2D CNN, the size 3 × 3 × 3 as the best kernel size for spatiotemporal features, and the better performance of 3D CNN with linear classifier over the
state-of-the-art approaches. However, these 3D CNN models are usually learned within
a short snippet of the video and fail to model actions over their full temporal extent
[182, 184]. The size of convolutional kernels and the number of considered video frames
as input to the CNN model contribute to this failure as they restrict the captured range
of dependencies between video frames. Consequently, typical 3D CNN models, though
providing competitive accuracies, are not easily adaptable to long range dependencies.
Varol et al. [182] propose long-term temporal convolutions (LTC) for action recognition
that improves the recognition accuracies proportionally with respect to the increase of
sampled video frames to the expenses of costly runtimes.
Furthermore, recurrent neural network (RNN) is another deep learning approach specialized for sequential learning modeling. This approach is also a supervised method
that models complex dynamics of various actions in videos by means of its architecture
which by its cyclic connections as shown in Figure 2.29(a) allows to both store and access
the long range contextual information of temporal sequences. Figure 2.29(b) illustrates
the basic function of a RNN node where ht and xt are respectively the hidden state and
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(a) RNN Block diagram

(b) RNN node structure

Figure 2.29: Basic RNN architectures: (a) Block diagram of a RNN model consisting
of a cyclical connection of RNN nodes handling temporal sequences; (b) Single RNN
node structure describing its internal operation.

the output at current time t and computed based on the previous hidden state ht−1 and
the input xt at current time by the following equations:
ht = f (Wh ht−1 + Uh xt + bh )

(2.24)

yt = g (Wy ht + by ) ,

(2.25)

where Uh , Wh , and Wy are the weights for input-to-hidden recurrent link, hidden-tohidden link, and hidden-to-output link, respectively. The bias terms bh and by correspond to the hidden and output states, respectively. Similarly to CNN models, f and
g are the activation functions associated with each RNN node and can be any of the
functions illustrated in Figure 2.24. For the reason that RNN models are effective in the
capture of temporal information as current prediction is function of both current observation and memorized information in hidden states, they have to a great degree been
applied in action recognition to model human motion in videos and produced improved
performance over CNN models. Recurrent neural networks as initially introduced by
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [185] know the vanishing gradient problem which makes
them very difficult to train [186]. To address this problem, a variant of RNN called long
short-term memory (LSTM) method, which allows for constant error signal propagation through time, was proposed in [185]. The LSTM architecture, equipped with an
internal cell state and three recurrent gates; input gate, forget gate, and output gate,
allows its memory cell to store and access temporal information over an extended period.
Contrarily to typical RNN model, LSTM model with its capability to model temporal
sequences and their wide-range dependencies more accurately [187] were proven suitable
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for action recognition. In [14], the authors tackle the question of recognizing human
actions by combining two networks; CNN and LSTM, forming a CNN-LSTM model (see
Figure 2.30). Thus LSTM network is fed with output from a 3D-CNN network in order

Figure 2.30: Illustraction of a deep CNN-LSTM model developed by Baccouche et al
[14] for HAR.

to classify the entire sequence using learned features. This combination as applied to
KTH dataset by Baccouche et al. [14] yielded a reduction of the average error rate to
5.61% outperforming the error rate obtained when only a 3D-CNN model is considered.
This scheme was recently adopted in the works of Danahue et al. [188], Ng et al. [189],
Li et al [190], and Chen et al [191]. Besides using LSTM as a classifier, it has also shown
its effectiveness as an end-to-end framework [192, 193] for action recognition purpose.
However, LSTM based methods are made out of huge amount of parameters per unit
which unveils their computational complexity.

2.4.2.2

Deep generative and hybrid models

Applying backpropagation algorithms to deep networks with many layers forms part
of problems addressed by deep learning models, especially when they should not only
learn the nonlinear mapping between input and output data but also the underlying
structure of the input data [194] . Then unsupervised pretraining is required to recognize
unlabeled action datasets. This approach, also known as unsupervised or generative deep
learning model, uses RBMs or auto-encoders in each hidden layer forming the model.
Two examples of unsupervised learning model for action recognition; DBN and DBM
models, were noticed in the literature. These deep generative models belongs in the
Boltzmann family since they utilized the RBM as learning module, which is a generative
stochastic neural network allowing for more efficient training algorithms such as the
gradient-based contrastive divergence algorithm [195]. DBN models, being graphical
models and learning to extract deep hierarchical representations of training data, were
used to learned invariant spatio-temporal features from video [196–199]. As for DBM
models, their architecture is similar to that of the DBN models at the exception that all
connections at the layers are undirected [200, 201]. Despite its architecture that makes
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them a complete hierarchical generalization of RBM with the ability to capture many
layers of complex representations, these models (DBM) have not yet been applied to
visual based action recognition. This may be unfortunately due to learning procedure
that remains too expensive for large-scale computer vision problems. However, it is
worth mentioning that generative models such DBN and DBM models are predominantly
used for wearable sensor-based applications, and have been overshadowed by supervised
learning models due to the practicability of CNN in deep learning.
Furthermore, hybrid model, also referred to as a combination of generative and discriminative models or different models within the same category, have been implemented
in action recognition by many researchers. For instance where generative and discriminative models are combined, Chen [202] proposed a spatio-temporal DBN architecture
stacking spatio-temporal convolutional RBM layers for the extraction of ST features.
Although this architecture owns the attribute of generative model by nature, it nevertheless possesses convolution elements making it be referred to as a hybrid model.
In addition, this model did not achieve state-of-the-art results on KTH action dataset
when compared to handcrafted feature based methods, but shown superior performance
when compared to its counterparts, convolutional deep belief networks (CDBNs) [202].
Additional information on combinations of CNNs with DBNs forming CDBNs can be
found in [203–205]. As for the combination of models within the same category, hybrid
models built from combining discriminative models are very much visible in the literature. Thus the use of CNNs with LSTMs has shown some state-of-the-art improvement
in many popular datasets [14, 188–191]. Here the CNN part is used to learn both effective and robust features directly from raw video data, and the LSTM part is used
to learn statistical dependencies over contiguous actions in order to recognize action sequences. A softmax classifier often forms the final layer for action classification purpose.
Such CNN-LSTM models have improved the state-of-the-art results in many benchmark
datasets. However, more models imply an increase in the number of parameter leading
to an increase of the computational complexity.

2.5

Classifiers for human action recognition

HAR algorithms are applied on visual data e.g. image or video, to extract discriminative
and salient features Various classifiers are used to complete the recognition process for
the purpose of recognizing action classes. This recognition is done through action representations which can be either a handcrafted action representation or a deep learning
action recognition. Depending on the type of action representation, an appropriate classifier is used. The state-of-the-art classifiers are KNN and SVM classifier for handcrafted
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feature based approaches, and Softmax for deep learning approaches. In this section we
discuss these classifiers by emphasizing on their particularities with respect the fields of
machine learning and deep learning.

2.5.1

K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier

The KNN classifier, as one of the simplest machine learning algorithms [206], classifies objects based on most similar training samples in the feature space. It requires no
training model to be built before the recognition stage. Here the algorithm locates the
k nearest training samples to a given query test sample and determines its class label
by selecting the single most frequent class label of the nearest training samples. The k
nearest neighbors are selected accordingly to the k smallest distances which are calculated based on some distance metric such as Euclidean distance or Hamming distance.
The class label with the majority voting on the k nearest neighbors is then assigned to
the class label of the training sample. In addition to its simplicity and ease of implementation, the KNN algorithm has produced state-of-the-art results in HAR applications
[207, 208]. However, this classifier presents some limitation which are; large memory
requirement for a large training set, sensitivity to the choice of similarity function, sensitivity to irrelevant features, and degradation of prediction accuracy with growth of
attributes. Consequently, a good performance of this classifier is then expected when
low dimensional feature descriptors representing objects or actions are used in recognition stage.

2.5.2

Support vector machines (SVM) classifier

A SVM classifier is a supervised learning technique which, based on a designed set of hyperplanes in a multi-dimensional space that separates data points from different classes
with a large margin [209], solves the classification problems. Data points closer to the
separating hyperplane define the support vectors. Usually this learning model distinguishes between two classes, which is not the case for action recognition problem where
more that two actions has to be recognized. Figure 2.31 illustrates how a distinction
between two classes is made by a SVM. So a multi-class SVM adopting a one-against-all
approach is required. Each SVM aims then to discriminate between an action and all
the other remaining actions. Another particularity to SVM is that it deals effectively
with high dimensional feature descriptors that are generally extracted from handcrafted
feature based techniques. This classifier has gained popularity among visual-based recognition [17] because of good results obtained when learning from handcrafted features.
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Figure 2.31: SVM classification for two classes

2.5.3

Softmax classifier

Softmax classifier is quite popular in the context of deep learning and convolutional
neural networks. This classifier constituting the last layer of DL models, is used to
compute the probabilities for each class label. The class label with the highest probability
is then considered as predicted class label for the query input data. Mathematically, the
softmax function also referred to as an activation function f : RJ → RJ is defined by
e xi
f (x)i = PJ

j=1 e

xj

,

(2.26)

for i = 1, . . . , J and x = {x1 , . . . , xJ } ∈ RJ . In classification tasks, J is the number of
classes corresponding also to the number of neurons of the output layer. The output
of the Softmax also describes a probability distribution since it does not only maps the
output to the range [0, 1], but maps each output in such a way that the sum of all
the outputs equals to 1. Besides its probabilistic properties, this function can be used
for multi-classification contrarily to other activation functions which are more indicated
for binary classification. For instance, in HAR classification recognition problem, one
can interpret f (x)i as the estimated probability of the network that the correct action
classification is i defined as
i = arg max f (x)i .
i=1,...,J

(2.27)

Moreover, this classifier is a very simple model, an effective predictor, and very fast to
train. It has been the most favorable used classifier in discriminative [176, 179–182, 188–
193], generative [194, 195], and hybrid [203, 204] deep learning models.
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Datasets for action recognition

Datasets play a important role on the approval of the effectiveness of both old or newly
developed HAR approaches. These datasets should present all possible challenges whose
few are highlighted in Figure 1.1 and discussed in Section 1.1. This section briefly describes three publicly available benchmark dataset that have paid remarkable contribution in HAR research. These selected datasets are all visual based data and are used to
validate various contributions made in this thesis.

2.6.1

JAFFE Facial Expression Dataset

The first dataset is the JAFFE dataset [15] and has a total of 213 still images of seven
facial expressions whose six basic facial expressions; sad, happy, disgust, fear, surprise
and angry, and one neutral. This database was planned and assembled by Lyons et al.
[15] and the facial images of Japanese female models taken in the frontal head pose was
rated by 60 Japanese subjects. The original size of each image is 256 × 256 pixels. A
sample set of images from JAFFE database is depicted in Figure 2.32.

Figure 2.32: Sample images from JAFFE dataset [15]
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Pedestrian Action Dataset

The Pedestrian action dataset consists of a wide range of possible pedestrian actions
taking place while crossing a road. This database, which initially used in [16], was also
the object of the evaluation of many other methods [107, 210, 211] proposed for action
recognition. Pedestrian actions such as walking or running straight from one side to the
other side of the road, turning towards or opposite to the camera, turning and returning
to where pedestrian started from, cross walking, falling down accidentally and cannot
rise up, falling down and rising up immediately, were recorded in an indoor environment
with a Nikon D3200 camera from a stationary position. Figure 2.33 shows some example
of Pedestrian action dataset. Moreover, the dataset presented a total of 160 video clips

Figure 2.33: Sample frames from Pedestrian action dataset [16]

scaled at a resolution of 170 × 320 of twenty persons performing each eight different
actions. Table 2.1 provides a detailed description of the Pedestrian action dataset.

2.6.3

KTH Human Action Dataset

The KTH action dataset is one of the mostly used benchmark dataset for HAR that was
introduced by Schuldt et al. [17]. This dataset consists of 25 subjects performing six
different human actions: Boxing, Handwaving, Handclapping, Jogging, Running, and
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Table 2.1: Detailed description of Pedestrian Action Dataset [16]

Action label
Walk
Run
TrnTo
TrnOp
HafRt
CrsWk
FalDw
FalUp

Description
walk straight from one side of the road to the other side of the road
with the camera on side view of the pedestrian
run straight from one side of the road to the other side of the road
with the camera on side view of the pedestrian
turn towards the camera in which case the camera gets at first the
side view and then the frontal view of the pedestrian
turn opposite to the camera in which case the camera gets at first
the side view and then the back view of the pedestrian
turn and return to where the pedestrian started from
cross walk
fall down accidentally which may be serious to the instant that
the pedestrian does not rise up
fall down accidentally which may not be serious to the instant
that the pedestrian rise up

Walking. The video sequences were recorded in four different scenarios: outdoors, outdoors with scale variations, outdoors with different clothes, and indoors. The database
contains a total of 2391 sequences which were taken over homogeneous backgrounds with
static camera with a frame rate of 25 fps, downsampled to a spatial resolution of 160 x
120 pixels with an average length of four seconds. Sample frames of the KTH dataset
are shown in Figure 2.34.

Figure 2.34: Sample frames from KTH action dataset [17]
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Summary

This chapter presented a comprehensive literature review of previous methods along with
theoretical tools used by researchers to tackle the problem of recognizing human actions
over the past twenty years. These methods, which could be either local or holistic, were
split according to how they performed action representation between handcrafted feature
based approaches and deep learning feature based approaches. As both methods were
informed by the type of visual data at hand, spatio-temporal features related to action
recognition were then discussed in Section 2.2. It was therefore found that visual data,
either in the form of image or video, were not beneficial for HAR in their raw state, which
gave room for new, compact and discriminative spatio-temporal features. In Section 2.3,
the local action representation was briefly discussed. This representation was produced
from local methods which encoded video sequences as an accumulation of local spatiotemporal features referred as local descriptors. Although these local methods would
prove useful in the literature, their collection of only independent patches through the
detection of STIPs and the description of these local patches around the interest points
contributed to their lack of interpretability and also to expensive computational costs.
The state-of-the-art of the holistic action representation, which could be based on either handcrafted features or deep learning features, because of its simplicity and good
interpretability of actions was also discussed in Section 2.4. Handcrafted methods were
found to be either statistical or structural feature based. The statistical based holistic
approaches employed analyses such as PCA, LDA, FLDA, and RDA acting as dimensionality reduction techniques to recognize human actions. The PCA was initially used but
due to its lack of separability inability the LDA was proposed. This LDA, also known as
a generalization of FLDA, could recognize actions but suffered of both SSS problem and
the null space which could actually possess discriminative properties during feature representation. These problems were later addressed by the RDA approach which affected
the parametric eigenspectrum modeling and sub-space decomposition with the aim of
minimizing the classification error. Many RDA variants which improved the recognition
performance were proposed despite the high computational complexity caused by the
search of best-fit parameters. Consequently, a need to explore structural based holistic
approaches was then imposed.
Further in Section 2.4.1, precisely in Section 2.4.1.2 structural based holistic approaches
with respect to silhouette, motion and spatio-temporal templates were discussed in details. These approaches were defined as techniques that represented human actions
by their global appearance and motion while preserving their structural information
made of both spatial and temporal structure of action taking place in a video sequence.
Silhouette-based approaches as a first attempt to structural based holistic approaches,
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characterized actions in video by capturing shape features from human image or silhouette (Figure 2.6) from background extraction. In addition to their subjectivity to noise
due to an fallible background extraction, they could not capture motion information,
a key role player in the description of videos. Thus motion-based approaches captured
the motion feature between successive video frames and its success in extracting good
descriptors depended on reliable optical flow estimation algorithms which were found to
be computational expensive. A little further in Section 2.4.1.2, another structural based
holistic approaches which considered both the spatial and motion information and known
as spatial-temporal based approaches were then discussed. These approaches originated
from accumulated human silhouettes resulting in compact forms called spatio-temporal
motion templates or simply temporal templates which at their turn provided global features as global action representation. These templates included MEI, MHI, MHV (an
extension of MHI in 3D), and related variants. Among these templates, more attention was paid to MHI templates whose employability with feature descriptors such as
HOG and LBP shown good results in applications such as action recognition. These
descriptors as feature extraction techniques were used to characterize actions in a representation ideally invariant to appearance, occlusions, background clutter, and shapes;
and the length of resulting feature vectors had a great impact on the computational
burden of classifiers such as KNN and SVM. However handcrafted features with high
discrimination power and very low dimensionality for action representation will ever be
a requirement for high performance in terms of accuracy, speed and consistency.
Contrarily to handcrafted feature based methods, DL feature based methods that could
learn features directly or automatically from raw data were discussed in Section 2.4.2.
These methods were divided into three groups of models: discriminative, generative and
hybrid models. These models represented deep neural networks which relied on the
adaptation of multilayered neural deep architectures to process data. CNN models were
found as the most used discriminative models in the literature for HAR applications followed by LSTM models which served for sequential learning modeling. The combination
of CNN and LSTM models helped to deal with both spatial and temporal information
within a video and yielded a better recognition rate. Other architectures comprising either CNN, LSTM, or both were also presented in this chapter. Further deep generative
and hybrid models were briefly discussed. The former known as an unsupervised models
used RBMs in each hidden layers forming their architectures. Two models; DBN and
DBM models, were identified. Besides DBN ability to learn invariant spatio-temporal
features from videos and DBM having not been applied to visual based action recognition, both models have been predominantly used in wearable sensor-based applications.
The latter which referred to a combination of both generative and discriminative models were implemented in action recognition but did not achieve state-of-the-art results.
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However the problem of computational complexity remained a challenge since good
recognition results would come with a huge number of parameters from either deeper or
combined DL models.
Action representation in the form of feature vectors derived from either handcrafted or
deep learning feature-based methods were fed to classifiers to recognize the action label
from a given query video. KNN, SVM and Softmax classifiers were then identified as
the most used in holistic HAR systems and were discussed in Sections 2.4.1.2 and 2.5.
KNN and SVM classifiers were found suitable for Handcrafted approaches whereas the
Softmax classifier for DL approaches. The outperformance of SVM over KNN classifier
was noticed in comparisons made among different schemes applied to KTH, Weizmann,
and Pedestrian action datasets.
Lastly, in Section 2.6 well-known public datasets such as JAFFE, KTH and Pedestrian
action datasets were presented for evaluation purpose. Motivated by the fact that most
of HAR algorithms applied to videos are usually an extension of algorithms applied to
2D still images and that FER is associated to HAR application, the JAFFE dataset was
elaborated in a proposed feature descriptor in Chapter 3.
In closing, as reported earlier in this chapter, holistic methods for action representation for HAR are practically divided into handcrafted and deep learning feature based
approaches. The handcrafted feature based methods also known as traditional methods rely on descriptor algorithms with the ability to produce suitable feature vectors
from reduced database for good performance, whereas the deep learning ones known as
modern methods rely on their deep architectures trained with sufficiently large database
on powerful hardware to generate robust feature representations for good performance.
Both methods are limited by their high computational complexity which remains a great
concern for real-time applications. To address this concern, a new feature descriptor as
a variant of the very popular LBP descriptor because of its low computational complexity and two other existing global feature descriptors are proposed in a handcrafted
fashion for the recognition of human actions in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the simplest
form of the 2D-CNN model preceded by a preprocessing stage is proposed to lower the
computational complexity.

Chapter 3

Contributions to handcrafted
feature based approach to human
action recognition
“Thinking is easy, acting is difficult, but bringing thoughts into action is the hardest
thing in the world.”
Johann Wolfgang Goethe

3.1

Introduction

After reviewing the literature that forms the base of handcrafted feature based approaches in Chapter 2, we realize that the issue of computational complexity in HAR
can be addressed by the use of simple descriptors producing handcrafted features with
very low dimension. In this chapter, we thus propose the use of existing global feature
descriptors in a framework manner and a new feature descriptor for action representation. These descriptors extract handcrafted features from MHI template which is widely
used for human action recognition (HAR) due to its simple representation of the motion
information to recognize human actions. However, the interpretation of human activities
in video sequences remains a challenging task and their recognition is not yet mastered
in the field of computer vision. Ahad [106] states that action recognition and behavior analysis are still in their infancy even though they have been investigated for few
decades. Consequently there is still room for performance improvement since the ability
to recognize actions relies more on their suitable feature descriptors. Few handcrafted
feature based approaches are presented in this chapter.
53
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Firstly, a method that includes a holistic feature extraction technique not yet employed
in HAR applications, named slope pattern spectra (SPS) is proposed in Section 3.2.
Increasing slope pattern spectra are extracted from motion history images and fed into
a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classifier in order to recognize various human actions.
The proposed framework is later tested on the KTH dataset, a mostly used benchmark
dataset for HAR. The experimental results demonstrate that SPS are suitable feature
descriptor for HAR via MHI.
Secondly, Section 3.3 presents a novel feature extraction technique called circular derivative local binary pattern (CD-LBP). Motivated by uniform local binary patterns (uLBPs)
which exhibits high discriminative potential at a reduced data dimension of the original
LBP feature vector, CD-LBP feature descriptors are created as a result of binary derivatives of the circular binary patterns formed by LBPs. The description through CD-LBP
can provide lower dimension and high discriminative feature vectors as handcrafted features yielding to improved recognition rate at a minimum running time. Higher order
CD-LBP descriptors are the lower dimensional feature descriptors which give flexibility
in deciding on recognition system performance, especially if a real-time implementation
is considered. Two experiments are used to validate the proposed CD-LBP algorithm.
JAFFE dataset and KNN classifier are used in the first experiment and the Pedestrian
action dataset and SVM classifier used in the second experiment to validate the proposed
CD-LBP algorithm. The HOG descriptor is used in combination with CD-LBP descriptor to represent pedestrian actions. However, results in both experiments demonstrate
the relevance of the proposed CD-LBP feature description especially when performance
metrics such as recognition accuracy and running time value are considered.

3.2

Slope pattern spectra for human action recognition

Motion history image (MHI) method, also referred to as a smart action representation
approach by Ahad [106], has gained popularity due to its simple motion representation
of a video sequence into a single grayscale image. In this MHI image, dominant motion
patterns are preserved. Despite the fact that MHI method records the history of temporal changes at each pixel location, it still suffers from the problem of self-occlusion
for certain actions. Most HAR-related application has used MHI in combination with
other techniques to extract more motion information for better results. One common
limitation when employing only MHI method or its variants is the size of feature vectors
which is still large and uncomfortable for action classification. Based on the idea that
if a proper feature extraction technique is applied to MHI images, MHI is sufficient to
describe the human action in video sequence. Thus the proposed method includes the
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extraction of slope pattern spectra (SPS) [43] from MHI images. The use of SPS is
motivated by the fact that a MHI image while describing motion occurence, a spread
of temporal changes at each pixel location develops a slope progression which can be
either in an increasing or decreasing order. The increasing slope pattern spectra as
handcrafted features are then extracted from MHI images derived from the KTH Action
dataset and classified using a KNN classifier to demonstrate the importance of SPS applied to MHI for HAR. The proposed framework which includes MHI generation, SPS
extraction, KNN classification is discussed in Section 3.2.1.

3.2.1

Proposed method

The proposed method aims at improving the recognition performance of MHI-based
human action recognition. The distribution of slope patterns developed in the MHI
templates are extracted using the SPS algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, the
application of slope pattern spectra (SPS) to HAR has not been proposed before. We
are motivated by the fact that this approach is a holistic feature extraction technique,
and is used to extract global motion information from MHI. The proposed method
comprises two main parts: feature extraction standing for action representation and
classification. Our proposed methodology is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 3.1: Proposed methodology.
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Motion History Image– MHI templates are generated by keeping history of temporal
changes at each pixel location, which then decays over time [212]. The resulting MHI
is an image in which grayscale value indicates the most recent motion of the pixel in
a set of video sequences. The brighter intensity values of the MHI correspond to more
recent motion [213]. The concept of MHI has been overstretched in [107] and defined by
Equations 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13 recalled here as follows:

τ
Hτ (x, y, t) =
max(0, H (x, y, t) − δ)
τ

if Ψ (x, y, t) = 1

(3.1)

otherwise

where Ψ (x, y, t), the update function is defined by

1 if D(x, y, t) ≤ 
Ψ (x, y, t) =
0 otherwise

(3.2)

and D(x, y, t), the difference of frames is given by
D(x, y, t) = |I(x, y, t) − I(x, y, t ± λ))|

(3.3)

and I(x, y, t) is the intensity value at the pixel location (x, y) of the tth -frame in the
video sequence. The parameters τ , δ, λ, and  whose effects on generated MHI templates are well described in Section 2.4.1.2 must be adjusted carefully for good motion
representation. Although they have an inexpensive computation, MHI templates still
experience a problem of noisy background and occlusion for some human actions where
motion information overwrite. Some examples of MHI image are shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Examples of MHI template corresponding to each scenario.
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Slope Pattern Spectra– To address the occlusion problem, SPS algorithm for global
feature extraction is used. This algorithm is classified among global feature extraction
techniques for texture analysis. The SPS algorithm was developed in [43] and applied to
seed mixture, High Steel Low Alloy (HSLA) steel, and satellite images to extract their
corresponding global image signature. This signature, as pattern spectrum or feature
descriptor represents the distribution of formed increasing slope segment (ISS) in an
image. The algorithm is also computationally inexpensive and described as follows [43]:
Consider a grayscale image I where horizontal lines of I (rows of I) are taken one after
the other, and scanned from left to right. In each horizontal line, possible slope segments
(SS) are determined. If the slope segment is an increasing slope segment (ISS), the
measure of the increasing slope segment divided by its length,
and the

nth

m(ISS)
n

, is calculated,

bin of the pattern spectra incremented with this value. If the lengths of the

increasing slope segments determined at different horizontal lines are equal, the same
pattern spectrum bins are respectively incremented by

m(ISS)
.
n

These operations are

repeated until the last horizontal line of I is processed. See Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Slope Pattern Spectra algorithm [43]
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As the SPS descriptor capitalizes on the distribution of motion patterns in the MHI
template to extract suitable features for HAR, its derived feature size is minimum which
therefore reduces the computation load on the classifier. Examples of increasing slope
pattern spectrum are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Examples of MHI and their SPS respectively.
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K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier– The second and important part of our proposed
method is the classification part which plays a role in deciding the predicted action
based on its corresponding action representation. The KNN classifier is chosen because
of the simplicity of its implementation compared to other learning machine algorithms
[207, 208]. Moreover, the handcrafted features derived from the SPS algorithm are of
low dimension and best fit the KNN classifier since no dimension reduction technique is
required to avoid the classifier to suffer the curse of dimensionality. Other attributes that
make the KNN classifier suitable for the proposed framework are discussed in Section
2.5.1.

3.2.2

Experimental results and discussions

An experiment is conducted on KTH action dataset [17] using the Matlab software to
validate the proposed method. First, MHI images are generated from all video sequences
without doing any partition in terms of training or testing sets. Second, each MHI are
translated into SPS features along with respective action label. Last, the derived SPS
features are partitioned and fed into the classifier. The results are then presented with
respect to feature extraction and classification.

3.2.2.1

Feature Extraction result

The parameters for the computation of MHI templates are critical to capture relevant motion information. As suggested by Ahad [106], the following MHI parameters
(τ, , δ) = (255, 40, 2) are considered. Fifty frames in total per video constitutes each
video sequence which is then processed to generate the MHI image. Few MHI images
are not too convincing as visually one can spot some kind of occlusion or noise, specially
the MHI images obtained from the video subset taken outdoors with scale variation. Example of MHI with self-occlusion and noise are shown in Figure 3.4. Such MHI images
have a costly effect on SPS feature extraction not leading to high accurate classification.

3.2.2.2

Classification results

The K-nearest neighbor classifier is used. The extrated SPS feature vectors are divided
into two sets, consisting of 80% and 20% of 600 SPS feature vectors for the training
and testing set respectively. Two classifications are conducted on the KTH Dataset due
to the complexity presented by this dataset. In the first classification, action videos
are grouped with respect to their conditions (outdoor (S1), outdoor with scale variation
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(b) Walking

Figure 3.4: Examples of MHI for outdoor video sequence.

(S2), outdoor with clothing variation (S3) and indoor(S4)). The second classification is
for the overall KTH Dataset.
Per Scenario Classification results– Tables 3.1-3.4 use confusion matrix summarize
classification results for each scenario.
Table 3.1: S1 confusion matrix: mean performance of 56.67%

Actions
Boxing (Box)
HandClapping (Clap)
HandWaving (Wave)
Jogging (Jog)
Running (Run)
Walking (Walk)

Box
40.0
16.7
0.0
20.0
0.0
0.0

Clap
20.0
66.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
25.0

Wave
20.0
0.0
75.0
0.0
0.0
25.0

Jog
0.00
0.00
12.5
20.0
0.0
0.0

Run
0.0
0.0
0.0
20.0
100
0.0

Walk
20.0
16.7
12.5
40.0
0.0
50.0

Table 3.2: S2 confusion matrix: mean performance of 50.00%

Actions
Boxing (Box)
HandClapping (Clap)
HandWaving (Wave)
Jogging (Jog)
Running (Run)
Walking (W)

Box
55.6
33.3
0.0
25.0
0.0
0.0

Clap
11.1
66.7
0.0
50.0
0.0
16.7

Wave
22.2
0.0
33.3
0.0
20.0
16.7

Jog
0.0
0.0
33.3
0.0
0.0
16.7

Run
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
80.0
0.0

Walk
11.1
0.0
33.3
25.0
0.0
50.0

Table 3.3: S3 confusion: matrix mean performance of 63.33%

Actions
Boxing (Box)
HandClapping (Clap)
HandWaving (Wave)
Jogging (Jog)
Running (Run)
Walking (Walk)

Box
57.1
25.0
0.0
25.0
0.0
0.0

Clap
0.0
25.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Wave
28.6
25.0
75.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Jog
0.0
0.0
0.0
75.0
28.6
25.0

Run
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
71.4
0.0

Walk
14.3
25.0
25.0
0.0
0.0
75.0
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Table 3.4: S4 confusion:matrix mean performance of 60.00%

Actions
Boxing (Box)
HandClapping (Clap)
HandWaving (Wave)
Jogging (Jog)
Running (Run)
Walking (Walk)

Box
50.0
16.7
20.0
0.0
0.0
20.0

Clap
16.7
66.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Wave
16.7
0.0
80.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Jog
0.0
0.0
0.0
100
25.0
60.0

Run
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
75.0
0.0

Walk
16.7
16.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
20.0

Out of 150 SPS feature vectors, 120 and 30 are used for training and testing purpose
respectively. A 100% classification rate per scenario is obtained for validation. The
average performance for each scenario classification with respect to testing is computed
as the trace of each matrix over the total number of classified elements (e.g. From Table
3.1, the mean performance is 50%). Other testing average performances are indicated
on respective tables. These results are quite encouraging since they demonstrate that
the SPS feature vectors can be discriminative and used for recognition purpose. The S2
classification performance is the lowest and can be justified by the scale variations in
video sequences.
Overall Classification result– The overall classification result, which average is 50.83%,
is illustrated in Table 3.5. This average overall performance is lower than the 63.50%
Table 3.5: S4 confusion matrix:mean performance of 50.83%

Actions
Boxing (Box)
HandClapping (Clap)
HandWaving (Wave)
Jogging (Jog)
Running (Run)
Walking (Walk)

Box
31.6
16.7
14.3
0.0
0.0
4.5

Clap
42.1
50.0
19.0
0.0
5.3
13.6

Wave
26.3
27.8
66.7
0.0
5.3
9.1

Jog
0.0
0.0
0.0
35.0
15.8
13.6

Run
0.0
0.0
0.0
30.0
64.2
0.0

Walk
0.0
5.6
0.0
35.0
10.5
59.1

found by Meng et al. [132] when using only the MHI as feature descriptors. Though the
discrepancy of rates is of 13.50%, the length of the SPS feature vector is far less than
the one of MHI, making classification computational less expensive.
In summary, the proposed method that includes the SPS algorithm as a feature extraction technique is applied for the first time in the field of HAR. The SPS handcrafted
features are simply computed from the MHI images to form a low dimensional feature
space that leads to a robust classification. The per scenario classification results indicate the complexity of the KTH Action dataset. Hence the obtained results are quite
encouraging and demonstrate the relevance of slope pattern spectra as holistic action
representation.
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Circular derivative local binary pattern for human action recognition

Human action recognition remains a challenging task in the field of human behavior
understanding, more especially when human actions must be recognized from static images. Although a static image contains less information when compared to a video, it is
shown that the information in a single image is enough to achieve acceptable recognition rates [148, 214, 215]. The use of still images therefore requires well suited feature
descriptors in order to extract relevant handcrafted features. Many texture descriptors
have recently attracted great attention for the recognition of human actions, especially
the LBP which has become very popular for both its computational simplicity and speed
[147]. However, the LBP descriptor despite its high discriminative power slows down the
running time of classifiers because of its feature size leading to lengthy feature histogram.
The long feature set is due to the fact that LBP is derived from the adoption of only the
first-order gradient information between the center pixel and its neighborhood [216], and
also the concatenation of LBPs extracted from local regions of an image. Consequently,
the development of a feature extraction technique that, regardless of variations in human
subjects and capturing conditions, provides lower dimension and high discriminative feature vectors yielding to improved recognition rate at a minimum running time, is still
an open question. By considering the recognition rate and running time as performance
metrics, a feature extraction technique that does not compromise much on either of the
performance metrics is required. In other word, a novel descriptor that can achieve a
good trade-off between recognition accuracy and computational efficiency is essential for
real-time applications. So here we propose a novel feature extraction technique called
circular derivative local binary pattern (CD–LBP). This proposed descriptor, inspired
by the uniform LBPs which are patterns with at most two circular 0-1 and 1-0 transitions [217], takes advantage of the circular binary structure of the LBP to evaluate the
relation between consecutive binary digits. This relationship, also referred to as a circular derivative, allows the proposed CD–LBP descriptor to provide higher-order CD–LBP
features as lower dimensional handcrafted features affording a flexibility in deciding on
the performance of the recognition system, especially in a real-time implementation.
Furthermore, two applications of the CD–LBP algorithm as experiments are also presented here for validation purpose. JAFFE dataset and KNN classifier forms parts of the
first experiment. For the second experiment,the HOG descriptor used in combination
with CD-LBP descriptor to extract handcrafted features to represent pedestrian actions.
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Circular derivative local binary pattern descriptor

Feature extraction is a very important phase of any pattern recognition system. The
most important characteristics of a feature extraction technique is its ability to be highly
discriminative and the low dimensionality of the feature vector produced. Such characteristics have high potential to yield good classification accuracies. The proposed
descriptor builds on the basic concept of the LBP operator discussed in Chapter 2. It
is also inspired by the uniform LBP which is an useful extension of the original LBP
operator used to reduce the length of the feature vector.
Based on Equation 2.17 and looking into the generated LBPP,R -patterns, two types
of patterns are observed; the non-uniform patterns and the uniform patterns. The
uniform patterns are found to carry more information than the non-uniform ones and
are described as binary pattern with at most two bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or
vice versa. A total of P (P − 1) + 2 uniform patterns can be extracted using a circular
(P, R) neighborhood. This feature extraction technique as an extension of the basic LBP
u2 and defined as
descriptor is denoted by LBPP,R

u2
LBPP,R
=



LBPP,R




, if U (LBPP,R ) ≤ 2





P (P − 1) + 2

, otherwise

(3.4)

where U (LBPP,R ), the uniformity measure is defined as
U (LBPP,R ) = |S (vP −1 − vc ) − S (v0 − vc )| +

P
−1
X

|S (vk − vc ) − S (vk−1 − vc )|

(3.5)

k=1

with S being the thresholding function defined in Equation 2.18.
Considering a circular (8, 1) neighborhood, the uniform patterns account for nearly 90%
of all the LBP patterns. Examples of uniform pattern are 11111111 with no transitions
and 00111110 with 2 transitions. The pattern 110000101 is not an uniform pattern since
u2 only 59
it has 4 transitions. The LBP8,1 has 256 possible patterns whereas the LBP8,1

possible patterns which is in fact 58 patterns added with one single pattern for all nonuniform patterns. The uLBP descriptor produces a low dimension feature set therefore
will definitely yield a reduced classification running time.
The uniform LBP taps the bitwise transitions existing between circular binary neighborhood to select uniform patterns from the basic LBP. Based on the belief that more can be
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exploited from the circular binary pattern than just a count the number of bitwise transitions, a new feature extraction technique that establishes pairwise comparisons between
consecutive digits in the circular binary pattern resulting to first-order or higher-order
CD-LBP patterns is then proposed.
First-order CD–LBP– The proposed descriptor first considers the basic LBP as the
0 , because the circular binary pattern is
zero-order CD–LBP denoted by CD − LBPP,R

generated using a thresholding process involving circular (P, R) neighborhood pixels and
the center pixel value. A new circular binary pattern is then derived as the first-order
1 , using a bitwise operation described in Figure 3.5 for a circular
CD–LBP, CD − LBPP,R

(8, 1) neighborhood. The binary pattern P0 = b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0 is circularly shifted to

Figure 3.5: First-order Circular Derivative Local Binary Pattern

the right to give the binary pattern P1 = b0 b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 , then P0 and P1 are XORed
to produce the first-order local binary pattern P2 = d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 d0 corresponding to
1 . By repeating the same operation on the binary pattern P will produce
CD − LBP8,1
2

the second-order CB–LBP. Then, it is possible to compute higher-order CD–LBPs.
Higher-order CD–LBP– The highest order circular derivative local binary pattern
P −2
P −1
. Meaning that a
denoted by CD − LBPP,R
is obtained by deriving CD − LBPP,R

total of P − 1 circular derivatives that are non-zeros can be computed from a circular
(P, R) neighborhood using recursive circular derivation. The n-th order CD–LBP is
mathematically defined by

n
CD−LBPP,R


LBPP,R
=
{CD − LBP n−1 }XOR{ROR(CD − LBP n−1 )}
P,R

P,R

,

n=0

,

n 6= 0

(3.6)

where (P, R) are the chosen parameters of the circular neighborhood and the order n
can only vary between 0 and P − 1. XOR and ROR stand for the eXclusive-OR and
ROtate-Right bitwise operators respectively.
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Moreover, the proposed descriptor mimics the human visual interpretation in the sense
that interpretability is subject to the amount of information contained in the scene
or image. A grayscale image and its corresponding n-th order CD–LBP image for
n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} are depicted in Figure 3.6. As the order of the CD-LBP descrip-

Figure 3.6: Example of a grayscale image and its corresponding CD–LBP images

tor increases, the information within the scene apparently lessens. The total number
of possible patterns generated by n-th order CD–LBP descriptors when considering a
circular neighborhood with eight sampling points is shown in Table 3.6. The patterns
with respect to each descriptor, through a histogramming process as a feature representation technique, are combined into a set of features commonly called a feature vector.
Although feature representation is often assumed in feature extraction, it plays an important role in providing a unique representation for every image based on the extracted
features that are suitable for recognition purpose.
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Table 3.6: Total number of patterns for each n-th order CD–LBP descriptor

Order n
Total number of possible patterns

nth -CD–LBP Descriptor
0
1
2
3
4 5 6
256 128 64 32 16 8 4

7
2

CD–LBP Histogram– The CD–LBP histogram, which is an end result of the CD–LBP
feature extraction technique, is extracted from the image in the same manner as it is
done for the LBP histogram [150, 218, 219]. Considering a circular (P, R) neighborhood
n
and an image divided into M blocks, the corresponding CD − LBPP,R
histogram of
n features from each block and
the whole image is computed by extracting CD − LBPP,R

concatenating them into a single feature vector of size M x 2P −n . With this method, the
n histogram is reduced by half as compared to the one of
dimension of the CD − LBPP,R
n−1
CD − LBPP,R
, which impacts positively on the running time value of the classification

process. However, reduced CD–LBP histograms do not guarantee high accuracy rates.
The next two sections demonstrate the relevance of the proposed CD–LBP algorithm.

3.3.2

Discrimination power of CD-LBP for pattern recognition: Application to facial expression recognition

Many researches related to facial expression analysis and recognition have been conducted in the field of computer vision for the past two decades [148, 150, 218–223].
Two mostly observed challenges in realizing a FER system similarly to HAR system its
associate are the obtention of relevant facial features and the application of a suitable
classifier to best demonstrate the discriminating power of the chosen features [215]. Previous literature focused more on feature extraction techniques for the main reason that
extracted features should be high discriminative for better recognition accuracy, and
very reduced in feature size for minimum running time or fast computational speed of
the classifier. Two extensively used feature-based methods for FER are the geometricbased and appearance-based methods. Examples of Geometric feature-based methods
are the active shape models (ASM) [224] and scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)
[225]. These two approaches, also referred to as local feature based approaches, have
shown that the geometry-based methods rely on the detection of accurate feature points
and ignore the changes such as skin texture, wrinkles and furrows [150] and they are
very sensitive to noise and the accumulated errors during tracking produce inaccurate
detection of features [215]. Appearance based holistic feature methods, which are less
sensitive to noise and have the ability to encode micro-patterns present in the facial
image, are used to overcome the shortcomings of the geometric feature-based methods.
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The LBP as an appearance feature-based descriptor is an effective texture description
operator that extracts the adjacent texture information in an image [41] and it has been
well contemplated for FER previously [148, 218]. Resulting LBP-based handcrafted features were revealed to be highly discriminative when fed into SVM [219] and KNN [221]
classifiers at the expense of high computational cost due to the high dimensionality of the
feature vectors. Dimensionality reduction techniques such as the principle component
analysis (PCA) [149, 215] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [226] were even used
to reduce the dimension of the LBP histograms but resulted in an additional computational load. However, good recognition rates were reported [215, 224] despite lengthy
feature size. Consequently a LBP-based feature descriptor lying in a low dimensional
space is required in a FER framework to reduce the computational complexity.

3.3.2.1

Proposed method

The LBP-based FER description [148–150] is usually done after face detection in three
steps: (1) the facial image is divided into various non-overlapping image blocks, (2)
a LBP histogram is extracted from each block, and (3) all block LBP histograms are
concatenated into a single vector used as feature vector representing the facial image.
This description results in highly discriminative LBP histograms due to the considered
neighborhood sampling points and the high number of divided blocks. We therefore
propose a framework shown in Figure 3.7 that includes the novel CD–LBP descriptor
as feature extraction technique to reduce the feature size that in turn lessens the computational burden of the classification. Two other processes accompany the CD–LBP
description, which are the face detection using the Viola and Jones face detector [227]
in the pre-processing stage and the use of the KNN classifier in classification stage.

3.3.2.2

Experimental results and discussions

An automatic FER experiment was carried out to demonstrate the relevance of the CD–
LBP feature extraction technique. JAFFE database [228] contains 213 images of 7 facial
expressions posed by 10 Japanese female models. This experiment was implemented
using MATLAB and structured in three stages namely preprocessing, feature extraction
and classification.
In the preprocessing stage, unnecessary features such clothes and hairstyle were removed
to allow good face representation. Then facial images of 120 × 120 pixels were cropped
from the 256 × 256 original images using the Viola and Jones face detector [227]. Figure
3.8 shows examples of original face images for different facial expressions (happy, anger,
sad, surprise, disgust, fear, neutral) and the respective cropped images.
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Figure 3.7: Proposed FER framework.

In the feature extraction stage, each cropped image was divided into 64 (8 × 8) blocks
made off of 15×15 pixels each. Using the circular (8, 1) neighborhood, CD–LBP features
were extracted from each block and concatenated into a single CD–LBP histogram. This
was done for orders varying from n = 0 to n = 7. A total of eight feature vectors
was created in the process. The dimensions of these feature vectors are respectively
16384, 8192, 4096, 2048, 1024, 512, 256 and 128 for each facial image. The quantity
of information contained in the facial images decreased as the order of the CD–LBP
increased. Examples of different CD–LBP histograms of one face image are shown in
Figure 3.9. A visual effect of the proposed feature extraction technique is illustrated in
Figure 3.6.
Nearest neighbor (1-NN) classifier was used to evaluate the recognition accuracy achieved
and running time incurred by the proposed method. Each dataset was split into training
and testing sets containing 70% and 30% of 213 CD–LBP feature vectors respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Sample images for different facial expressions and their corresponding
cropped images.

Figure 3.9: An cropped image and its corresponding CD–LBP feature types

The performances are shown in Table 3.7. A 100% recognition rate was obtained across
all the CD–LBPs for validation. The average recognition rate of the LBP8,1 or CD −
0 is comparable to CD−LBP 2 , but with a well reduced feature length and testing
LBP8,1
8,1
3
running time which are four times less than the one of the LBP8,1 . The CD − LBP8,1
5 recognition accuracies; 89.065% and 87.500% respectively, can be
and CD − LBP8,1

acceptable, especially if the running time is of concern. A poor recognition rate was
7 features, which was supported by the presence of less
achieved by the CD − LBP8,1

information.
Furthermore, the training running times do not vary much with the feature size as
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Table 3.7: Performance results: Feature size, Mean accuracy and Running time
Order n
Feature Size
Training Accuracy (%)
Training RunTime (sec)
Testing Accuracy (%)
Testing Run Time (sec)

0
16,384
100
0.4416
90.625
0.1960

1
8,192
100
0.4351
89.065
0.1076

nth -CD–LBP Features
2
3
4
5
4,096
2,048
1,024
512
100
100
100
100
0.4292 0.4420 0.4452 0.4479
90.625 89.065 81.250 87.500
0.0565 0.0316 0.0199 0.0139

6
256
100
0.4361
78.125
0.0088

7
128
100
0.4345
28.125
0.0086

compared to the testing running times whereas a considerable decrease in running time
is observed. The steadiness of the training running time is justified by the learning
process of the classifier. Figure 3.10 illustrates the running time variation for both
training and testing.

Running Times

Running Time

0.5
0.4

Test Running Time
Train Running Time
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0
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Figure 3.10: Relation between Feature Size and Running Time

Our results are compared to the ones of three state-of-the-art methods applied to the
JAFFE dataset. In [229], an Active Appearance Model (AAM) was used to locate the
facial point automatically. The relevant facial images were processed then LBP was
used to extract features that were fed to a KNN classifier. An recognition rate of 72%
was obtained with feature vector dimension of 19, 456 derived from the concatenation
of histograms for 76 non-overlapping image blocks. This recognition rate is lower than
the one obtained using the 6th -order CD-LBP features of dimension 256 which is far
less than 19, 456. In [230], feature descriptors from three variants of LBP; namely
MLBP, LBPV and CS-LBP, were extracted and fed to a KNN classifier; recognition
rate achieved were compared to the one achieved when LBP features. The CS-LBP
provided the best recognition rate of 87% with an estimated feature vector dimension
of 14, 400. Though the CS-LBP feature descriptors are of low dimension than the LBP,
its applications here provided a high dimension due to the number of divided blocks in
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an image. The recognition rate achieved by the CS-LBP features is close to the one
obtained with the 5th -order CD-LBP features of a dimension 512. In [231], the authors
first applied the LBP-KNN scheme to the JAFFE database which led to a recognition
rate of 83.66%, then later proposed an abstract extraction of facial features from LBP
features through an Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) followed by the classification with
the Softmax classifier. Though their proposition increased the recognition rate by about
4%. The use of DBNs required an additional computational effort. Summing up, the use
of the proposed method outperforms the results obtained in the selected state-of-the-art
works in terms of both recognition rate and computation speed.

3.3.3

Application of CD-LBP to pedestrian action recognition

Researches on pedestrian action recognition (PAR) have been actively carried out in
the last decade; the main aim being to reduce cases of traffic related injuries and fatalities, specially with the emergence of various intelligent driving assistance systems
[16, 107, 210, 211, 232, 233]. As vehicles need to interpret pedestrian actions before
making appropriate decisions in response, a PAR system which is robust can then ensure cautious and stable operations of intelligent driving systems in complex or uncertain
environments. Such system requires not just the detection of pedestrians, but also the
recognition of their behaviors or actions for an informed decision. These two processes;
detection and recognition, are comparable to those used in HAR. The recognition of
pedestrian actions therefore stems from the recognition of human actions and inherits
HAR related challenges discussed in Chapter 2. Moreover, the detection of pedestrian
action, corresponding to action representation in a HAR scheme, has been based on
handling of spatio-temporal templates with various feature descriptors.
In [16], pedestrian activities during road crossing are classified using patterns of motion and HOG descriptor. The MHI templates as primary holistic representation of
video sequence were used and handcrafted features extracted from them using HOG
descriptor fed into a SVM classifier. Although satisfactory recognition rate of 91.4%
was achieved for the MHI-HOG-SVM model applied to the pedestrian action dataset
presented in Section 2.6, this rate was outperformed in a proposed model symboled MHILBP-HOG-SVM [107] with a 94.3% as recognition rate. This improvement highlighted
the importance of LBP descriptor which, besides its computational simplicity, was solicited because of its ability to encode the direction of motion from non-monotonous
regions of MHI templates. However, due to the need of a viable PAR system, we propose the use of CD-LBP descriptor and explore its potential benefit in the recognition
of pedestrian actions.
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Proposed method

The method proposed for PAR, whose framework is shown in Figure 3.11, is structurally

Figure 3.11: Proposed PAR framework.

similar to the one used in [107] presented in two stages. The first is an action representation stage: it consists in reducing a video sequence into a holistic representation in
the form of a MHI image; in transforming the MHI image into a LBP image, then in
extracting handcrafted features from the latter using HOG descriptor. The second is a
learning stage which consists of a SVM classifier used for the recognition of pedestrian
actions. The particularity of our proposition is the substitution of the LBP image by
CD–LBP image produced by our proposed CD–LBP algorithm.
Action representation– As mentioned in Chapter 1, a HAR system or even PAR
system owes its best performance to a proper representation of the action. So in the
proposed method, the MHI representation which presents some advantage contrarily to
motion detection methods [55, 83], participates in describing an action. As opposed
to motion detection method, the generated temporal template from the MHI principle
summarizes motion information of several frames in a spectrum of values not just limited
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to binary values. The aggregation of motion information from preceding video frames
contributes to the robustness of the PAR system when a pedestrian is moving for a short
duration. The novel CD–LBP algorithm is then applied to MHI templates to deal with
appearance-based problems such as illumination variation, clothes change, background
clutter, etc., while producing CD–LBP images denoted by CD − LBP8n with n varying
from 0 to 7 being the order of the CD–LBP feature descriptor. In Figure 3.12, a MHI

Figure 3.12: A cross walk MHI image and its corresponding CD–LBP images.

image and its corresponding n-order CD–LBP images highlighting the sharpening effect
on the edges for an cross walk action are depicted.
After the CD–LBP creation, handcrafted features are then extracted using the HOG descriptor which is widely used to detect object in still images. This descriptor was initially
proposed by Dalal and Triggs [55] and later employed in human detection algorithms
[234]. With its ability to describe the local area within the image in terms of object
appearance and shape, and the distribution of the edge orientation in terms of intensity
gradient, the HOG descriptor counts occurrences of gradient orientation. Following the
description of the HOG-based feature extraction technique discussed in Chapter 2, CDLBP images are resized to P × Q pixel images which are then divided into cells of size
N × M pixels. The magnitude and orientation at each pixel location within each cell
are computed using Equations 2.14 and 2.15. These two computed quantities are later
used in the accumulation of orientations of all pixels to form an K-bins histogram per
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cell ranging from 0 to 180 degrees. In order to construct a suitable action representation
for recognition, all cell histograms are therefore concatenated into a unique histogram
containing

P
N

×

Q
M

× K-handcrafted features. The HOG feature extraction process is

illustrated in Figure 3.13. However, as the size of the feature descriptors relates to the

Figure 3.13: HOG feature extraction process: (a) a resized CD–LBP image, (b) 2 × 2
block consisting each of one cell, (c) HOG features per cell, and (d) the histogram of
oriented gradients corresponding to the concatenation of all four 9-bins cell histograms.

computational complexity of the PAR system, the parameters P , Q, N , M and K are
therefore chosen experimentally in relation to a improved state-of-the-art performance.
Classification– For recognition purpose, the SVM is used. This classifier is one of
state-of-the-art large margin classifiers recently exploited in visual pattern recognition
applications [17], which also include the pedestrian activity recognition [107]. Linear
SVM classifiers are then used to train and test various derived CD–LBP-based HOG
features. As SVM is a binary classifier, a multi-class classification approach is then
implemented. A simple and less computational expensive one-against-all scheme compared to other cross-validation schemes is considered to analyze performance of n-order
CD–LBP-based HOG feature sets constructed as pedestrian action representations.
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Experimental results and discussions

In this section, the proposed PAR framework in Figure 3.11 is implemented and tested
using Pedestrian action database presented in Section 2.6.2 to demonstrate the relevance
of our proposed CD-LBP algorithm. The database contains a total of 160 video clips
scaled at a resolution of 170 × 320 of 20 persons performing each 8 different actions. The
effectiveness of the proposed method is then evaluated by carrying out an experiment
using the MATLAB scientific programming language. This experiment is conducted in
two stages namely action representation and classification. It is also repeated a number
of times with respect to; (1) the order of the CD–LBP descriptor, (2) the number of
divided cells of CD–LBP images during HOG feature extraction, and (3) the number of
action classes considered during classification.
Results on action representation– From each video sequence, a total of 30 frames
are processed to generate a MHI image. The values of the key parameters, τ = 255,
 = 30 and δ = 2, that have yielded a computation of MHI images and capturing of
relevant motion information were selected to reduce the effect of MHI related issues [6].
Moreover, as the MHI method is an appearance-based method, the proposed CD–LBP
alogrithm is then applied to MHI images to produce CD–LBP images of size 168 × 318,
which in turn are used to extract HOG features. Figure 3.12 shows a MHI sample image
and its corresponding CD − LBP8n images for a circular (8, 1) neighborhood and values
of n ranging from 0 to 7. When observing comparing the CD–LBP images at different
order, the quantity of information decreases with respect to the increase of the order.
Using the entropy of an image, defined as
H=−

K
X

pk log2 (pk ),

(3.7)

k=1

where K is the number of gray levels and pk is the probability associated with the
presence of gray level k, we measure the amount of information of the CD−LBP8n images
in Figure 3.12. The measured entropy results are depicted in Figure 3.14. Although
CD − LBP87 image corresponds to the image with the lowest entropy, it appears to be
the most visual and descriptive image of all CD − LBP8n images for n ∈ [0, 7] because
of the brightness observed in all edges within the image. Despite self-occlusions that
occur while performing the actions, shapes described by those actions are preserved
in the CD − LBP8n images for n ∈ [0, 7]. This preservation is then exploited in the
extraction of HOG handcrafted features as action representation. We consider four cell
sizes in our search of the most discriminative HOG descriptor. The properties of each
HOG descriptor with respect to the cell division are tabulated in Table 3.8. The nonoverlapping of blocks (BlockOverlap = 0), while getting the 9-bins histogram per cell
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Figure 3.14: Entropy of Cross Walk CD–LBP images shown in Figure 3.12.
Table 3.8: Properties of HOG descriptors with respect to D × D cell division.

HOG description (D × D cells)
CD-LBP image (P × Q pixels)
Cell/ Block size (N × M pixels)
BlockOverlap
Total number of cells/ blocks
Number of bins (K)
Q
P
×M
× K)
HOG feature size ( N

D × D HOG Descriptors
2×2
4×4
8×8
16 × 16
128 × 256 128 × 256 128 × 256 128 × 256
64 × 128
32 × 64
16 × 32
8 × 16
0
0
0
0
4
16
64
256
9
9
9
9
36
144
576
2304

or block, contributes to a reduced size of the concatenated HOG histogram. A total
of 32 feature sets are created after we have applied the four HOG descriptors to the
eight sets of images produced by the CD–LBP algorithm. Figure 3.15 displays how
descriptive is the HOG features visually with respect to the number of cells. Followed

Figure 3.15: Visualization of D × D HOG descriptors for D = 2, 4, 8, 16.

by the 8 × 8 HOG features, the 16 × 16 HOG features extracted from the CD − LBP87
image set delineate the shapes caused by the action performed. They also constitute the
most descriptive HOG descriptor despite their lengthy feature size (See Figure 3.16).
However, the discriminative power of each feature set is tested using the SVM classifier.
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Figure 3.16: Examples of histogram for D × D HOG descriptors, for D = 2, 4, 8, 16.

Results on classification– Linear SVM classifiers in conjunction with HOG features
are used here to evaluate the classification performance in terms of recognition rate.
As each feature set denoted by D × D − CDLBP8n − HOG for D = 2, 4, 8, 16 and
n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 is fed into a one-against-all SVM multi-class classifier for learning
purpose, a total of 32 classifications are then performed. The resulting accuracies for 8
action classification are recorded in Table 3.9 and the highest accuracies with respect
to each D × D − CDLBP8n − HOG feature set are highlighted in bold. A visual repTable 3.9: Classification accuracies with respect to D × D − CDLBP8n − HOG for
D = 2, 4, 8, 16 and n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Parameters
D × D and n
2×2
4×4
8×8
16 × 16

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

48.12
63.12
73.12
86.87

45.00
72.50
79.37
90.00

52.50
69.37
76.87
91.25

51.87
68.12
77.50
93.12

53.12
71.87
82.50
89.37

50.00
73.12
78.12
90.00

46.25
68.75
78.75
91.87

60.62
77.50
82.50
94.37

resentation of resulting accuracies is also provided in Figure 3.17 for accuracy analysis.
Classification accuracies increase consistently with the number of D × D cell division for
each CD − LBP8n images for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. This is not the case when comparing
classification accuracies with respect to the n-order CD–LBP images for each considered
D × D HOG descriptor for D = 2, 4, 8, 16. This inconsistence is particularly observed
for HOG features derived from CD − LBP8n images for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and may be
justified by the level of complexity of those feature sets. However, the resulting accuracies from the D × D − CDLBP87 − HOG feature sets for D = 2, 4, 8, 16 are higher
than those obtained from D × D − CDLBP8n − HOG feature sets for D = 2, 4, 8, 16
and n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. And among these high accuracies, the highest with a score of
95% is achieved by the 16 × 16 − CDLBP87 − HOG feature set which in turn has a
discriminative power higher than the other features.
In addition, the confusion matrix corresponding to the highest recognition rate is shown
in Table 3.10. This matrix highlights a very low rate of false recognition in run, walk,
fall down, fall and rise up, and turn towards camera actions, which may be due to
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Figure 3.17: All 8-class SVM classification performances with respect to D × D HOG
descriptors, for D = 2, 4, 8, 16.

some similarities existing between their respective features. Besides occlusion being a
MHI limitation and also occurring in actions such as cross walk, halfway return, and turn
opposite to camera, a 100% recognition rate is obtained. Consequently, the average of all
Table 3.10: Confusion matrix for the 8-class classification with the highest average
recognition rate of 94.37%.

Actions
CrsWlk
FalUp
FalDw
HafRt
Run
TrnOp
TrnTo
Walk

CrsWlk
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

FalUp
0
95
0
0
0
0
0
5

FalDw
0
0
95
0
0
0
0
0

HafRt
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0

Run
0
0
0
0
85
0
0
10

TrnOp
0
0
5
0
5
100
5
0

TrnTo
0
0
0
0
0
0
95
0

Walk
0
5
0
0
10
0
0
85

recognition rates corresponding to the 8 actions is still high and our proposed method
that we symbolize by MHI-CDLBP-HOG-SVM outperforms state-of-the-art methods
applied on the Pedestrian Action dataset. Table 3.11 compares our proposed method to
other previous different methods. Results from MHI-HOG-KNN and MHI-HOG-SVM
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Table 3.11: Comparative performance accuracies on Pedestrian Action dataset

Method
MHI-HOG-KNN [16]
MHI-HOG-SVM [16]
MHI-CDLBP-HOG-SVM

Recognition accuracy (%)
74
91
94.37

methods once again confirm the suitability of HOG features for the SVM classifier. This
may be because of the ability of SVM to learn from high dimensional features.
However, the idea to use the CD–LBP algorithm comes from the work of Ahad et al. [107]
who proposed a MHI-LBP-HOG-SVM method to improve the accuracy of pedestrian
actions. But their improvement of the recognition rate is achieved by considering only 7
actions as the fall and rise up action is discarded. For this reason, our experiment is then
repeated for 7 actions. Table 3.12 shows the confusion matrix of the best recognition
rate of all the thirty-two 7-class SVM classification recognition rates depicted in Figure
3.18.

Figure 3.18: All 7-class SVM classification performances with respect to D × D HOG
descriptors, for D = 2, 4, 8, 16.

When analyzing the thirty-two 7-class SVM classifications, the resulting recognition
rates present a similar trend to those of the thirty-two 8-class SVM classifications in
terms of D × D − CDLBP8n − HOG for D = 2, 4, 8, 16 and n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. The
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Table 3.12: Confusion matrix for the 7-class classification with highest average recognition rate of 95.71%.

Actions
CrsWlk
FalDw
HafRt
Run
TrnOp
TrnTo
Walk

CrsWlk
100
0
0
0
0
0
0

FalDw
0
100
0
0
0
0
0

HafRt
0
0
100
0
0
0
0

Run
0
0
0
85
0
0
10

TrnOp
0
0
0
5
100
5
0

TrnTo
0
0
0
0
0
95
0

Walk
0
0
0
10
0
0
90

recognition rates still grow proportionally to the number of divided cells and the best
recognition rate is reached for the 16 × 16 − CDLBP87 − HOG feature set. Although the
reason for not including the fall and rise up action is not mentioned in the literature, our
proposed method with a recognition rate of 95.71% still outperforms various improved
methods employed in [107]. See Table 3.13 for comparison. In addition, the robustness
Table 3.13: Comparative performance accuracies on Pedestrian Action dataset

Method
MHI-HOG-KNN [107]
MHI-HOG-SVM [107]
MHI-LBP-HOG-SVM [107]
MHI-CDLBP-HOG-SVM

Recognition accuracy (%)
78.66
91.42
94.30
95.71

of CD − LBP87 feature set is proven in the experiments conducted in this work. Besides
the fact that the CD − LBP87 descriptor in conjunction with HOG descriptor demonstrates a high discriminative power yielding high recognition rates when compared to the
original LBP descriptor, its binary representation can be beneficial in terms of memory
complexity in a real-time implementation.

3.4

Summary

In this chapter, we proposed some handcrafted feature based approaches as contributions
for the recognition of human actions. These methods, apart from addressing issues such
as illumination variations, scale changes, viewpoint variations, and background clutter,
aimed at reducing the computational complexity experienced in HAR systems. So in
Section 3.2, the SPS algorithm [43] was employed in a simple framework to recognize
human action. This algorithm, which is a holistic feature extraction, took advantage of
the presence of slope patterns in MHI templates to extract them as relevant features for
action representation. These features, also referred to as SPS handcrafted features of
reduced size, were fed into a KNN classifier for recognition purpose. The KTH Action
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dataset was used to validate the proposed method and the per scenario classification
results were quite encouraging and showed the relevance of the SPS feature as holistic
action representation. Then in Section 3.3, we proposed a novel descriptor called circular
derivative local binary pattern (CD–LBP), which has the ability to provide lower dimension and high discriminative feature vectors as handcrafted features. This descriptor is
developed by evaluating the relation between consecutive binary digits representing the
circular binary structure . The relevance of CD–LBP features was then demonstrated
in two applications. In the first application (FER), the CD–LBP algorithm was applied
to the JAFFE dataset to generate higher-order CD–LBP features which in turn were
fed into the KNN classifier. As for the second application (PAR), video sequences of
pedestrian actions were considered to capture motion information in the form of MHI
templates. The CD–LBP in conjunction with the HOG descriptor were applied to MHI
images to extract features which were later used to learn a one-against-all linear SVM
classifier. In both applications, improved performance were therefore achieved.

Chapter 4

Contribution to Deep learning
feature based approach to human
action recognition
‘Thought and learning are of small value unless translated into action”

Wang Yangming

4.1

Introduction

Nowadays, deep neural networks are widely used for human action recognition (HAR)
due to their ability to operate directly on the raw video inputs by extracting both the
spatial and temporal information. Contrary to traditional approaches which are highly
problem-dependent and constrained in real-world applications, the deep learning based
techniques build a high level of representation directly from the query video input without any pre-processing step. A popular deep learning model is the CNN-based model
which relies on the adaptation of multilayered neural deep architectures to process realworld data. This model comes in various dimensions depending on the data at hand.
The 2D-CNN model handles 2D raw inputs corresponding to video frames. This type of
CNN model can only learn the spatial information and ignore the motion information
encoded in multiple adjacent video frames. Furthermore, 3D-CNN models are used to
incorporate the motion information by capturing both spatial (2D) and temporal (1D)
dimensions composing videos. However, 3D-CNN models that have achieved superior
performance for video classification are computational costly, making it necessary to
82
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seek for simplified deep neural network models for HAR, especially in absence of adequate computational resources such as fast central processor units (CPUs) or graphical
processor units (GPUs). Therefore, as a contribution in the field of deep learning, we
propose a method that reduces computational complexity imposed by the 3D-CNN approaches while addressing the problem of lack of motion information when applying the
2D-CNN model to video frames. This method recognizes human actions by using a simple 2D-CNN model that learns robust feature representation from temporal information
embedded into the motion history images of action videos. The KTH action database
is used to validate our proposition and the achieved results compared favorably against
the hand-crafted state-of-the-art methods.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The proposed deep learning based
approach is presented in Section 4.2 followed by experimental results and discussions in
Section 4.3. Finally the chapter is summarized in Section 4.4.

4.2

Proposed method

In this section, the proposed method and its related components are presented. This
method reduces the computational complexity highlighted in Chapter 2 when applying
the deep learning feature based approaches to HAR. This reduction is done by introducing a pre-processing step into a 2D-CNN architecture. The proposed approach comprises
two stages:
• The pre-processing stage which captures motion information from video in the
form motion history image (MHI) plays an important role. It reduces the number
of 2D-CNN operations performed on each video frame or prevents the use of 3D
kernels in a 3D-CNN based approach.
• The recognition stage is where hidden behavioral features are learned and classified.
The flowchart illustrating the proposed method is depicted in Figure 4.1.

4.2.1

Pre-processing stage

The integration of this stage in a 2D-CNN architecture justifies the innovation of our
proposed deep learning approach. Video sequences are reduced to a single image known
as MHI template, that keeps the history of temporal changes at each pixel location,
which then decays over time [212]. This template is in grayscale value indicating the
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Figure 4.1: Proposed methodology.

most recent motion of the pixel in a set of video sequences. Recent motions are represented by brighter pixel intensity values in the MHI [213]. Equations 2.11, 2.12, and
2.13 defined earlier govern the principle behind this holistic representation.The selection
of the involved parameters plays an important role in generating the MHI images for
a good motion representation of actions. Although computation of MHI templates is
inexpensive, there is a problem of occlusion for some human actions where motion information is overwritten . This problem is addressed here by using the 2D-CNN model,
which has the ability to learn features, including hidden features from the handcrafted
approach. Figure 4.2 shows an handclapping example of MHI.

4.2.2

Recognition stage

A 2D-convolutional neural network is used here as learning algorithm to recognize human
actions from their respective MHI images. This learning algorithm, introduced by LeCun
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Figure 4.2: Extraction of the motion history image (MHI).

et al. [11], is known as a supervised learning based multistage deep neural network and
performs both action representation and classification. The action representation refers
to the feature extraction phase which is basically composed of the convolution and
pooling layers, giving the CNN the ability to learn multiple stages of invariant features
from input images. The classification phase consists of a fully connected layer with
all activations in the previous convolution layer, which converts flattened feature maps
into feature vectors. Lastly, the softmax layer from the classification phase outputs the
action classes.
Our deep learning architecture, which is simple and comparable to the one of the popular LeNet architecture used for character recognition [11], is composed of two sets of
combined convolution and pooling layers, and two full connected layers.
• Convolution layer – This layer takes in an image from the previous layer, which
is then convolved with a set of the 2D kernels, filters or weights and produces
feature maps whose the number depends on the number of 2D kernels considered.
In addition, each of the 2D kernels is shared across the entire resulting feature
map. The convolution operation is executed by sliding the 2D kernel over the
input image, where at each location a matrix multiplication is performed and
result added onto the feature map.
• Pooling layer – After a convolution layer, a pooling layer is usually added in
between CNN layers with unique function to reduce the dimensionality of feature
maps yielding to the reduction of both number of parameters and computation in
the network. The max-pooling, where the maximum activation in the sub-sampling
region is kept as the significant information, is used here.
• Full connected layers – They are the last layers of the 2D-CNN after the convolution and pooling layers, and constitute the classification phase. These layers
only accept 1D data, hence the feature maps from the pooling layer are converted
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into 1D feature vector. The phase of the 2D-CNN operates exactly as a regular
neural network where the neurons in the full connected layer have full connections
to all the activations in the preceding layer. Here, the softmax activation function is used in the very last layer (output layer) of the 2D-CNN to produce the
probability of each action class given its corresponding MHI image.
The proposed 2D-CNN architecture, shown in Figure 4.3, from top to bottom, is de-

CONVOLUTION
9x7 Kernel

POOLING
3x3

CONVOLUTION
7x7 Kernel

POOLING
3x3
FEATURE
EXTRACTION

FULL
CONNECTION
CLASSIFICATION

Figure 4.3: Proposed 2D-CNN architecture.

scribed as follows: the first layer corresponds to the input layer, which takes a MHI
image of size 80 × 60 as input. This input is then convolved with pre-defined number
of kernels of size 9 × 7, producing a feature map of same size as the input image for
each kernel. The resulting feature maps form the second layer which is the convolution
layer. These feature maps are sub-sampled by max-pooling of size 3 × 3, producing new
feature maps with reduced individual size at the third layer, also referred to as pooling
layer. A second convolution with another pre-defined number of kernels of size 7 × 7
is effected at the fourth layer followed by a pooling layer which again reduces the size
of each feature map with a max-pooling size of 3 × 3. At the fifth layer, feature maps
from the fourth layer are flatten and encoded in a vector of size 128. This vector can
be interpreted as a feature descriptor of salient spatio-temporal information embedded
in the MHI image. Finally, the last layer contains a classical multilayer perceptron with
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one neuron per a specific class of action, thus a total of six neurons. This layer is also
referred to as the output layer with softmax function as activation function.

4.3

Experimental results and discussions

In our experiment, we use the KTH action dataset presented in Section 2.6.3 to evaluate
the proposed 2D-CNN approach for HAR. The Matlab software is used to generate a
new dataset of MHI templates from the KTH action dataset. Then later the recognition
stage, which entailed both the 2D-CNN (action representation) and the full-connected
network (classification), is implemented under the Python programming language using
Keras API with TensorFlow library as a backend. The new MHI dataset generated in
the pre-processing stage using Matlab is later divided into two sets, a training set and
a testing set.

4.3.1

Action representation

The 2D-CNN model is referred here to as feature extraction method. Figure 4.3 shows
how features are learned from the input MHI templates which are computed using the
MHI parameters (τ, , δ) = (255, 40, 2) while considering fifty frames per video [34].
An example of the MHI template resulting from the preprocessing stage is shown in
Figure 4.2. MHI templates per scenario can also be observed in Figure 3.2 in Chapter
3. The parameters of each layer in the proposed 2D-CNN as discussed in Section 4.2
are presented in Table 4.1. A total of sixteen randomly selected kernels are used in
Table 4.1: Parameters for the proposed 2D-CNN structure

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Type
Convolution
ReLU
Pooling
Dropout
Convolution
ReLU
Pooling
Dropout

Feature maps
16
16
16
16
32
32
32
32

Kernel size
9x7
none
3x3
none
7x7
none
3x3
none

the first convolution and thirty-two for the second convolution. We resize the MHI
templates to 80 × 60 to reduce the memory requirement of our 2D-CNN model. The two
convolutional layers use kernel sizes 9 × 7 and 7 × 7 respectively, and the two pooling
layers use kernels of size 3 × 3. To enhance the performance of our deep learning model,
we additionally introduce a ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) layer in-between the set of
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convolution and pooling layers, and a Dropout layer assuming a 25% dropout rate at
the end of each pooling layer for regularization purpose. An image from feature maps
for a MHI template of a Boxing action that illustrates each layer is shown in Figure 4.4.
In addition, the output shape and the number of parameters with respect to each layer

Figure 4.4: A feature map image per layer: Convolution layers (Layer 1 and 5), ReLU
layers (Layer 2 and 6), Pooling layer (Layer 3 and 7) and Dropout layers (Layer 4,8)

type are reported in Table 4.2. A total number of trainable parameters is 223, 654, which
Table 4.2: Model summary for the proposed 2D-CNN model
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is comparatively lower than the one one can get from a model summary of a 3D-CNN for
HAR. Since it is trivial that the number of trainable parameters (hyperparameters) has
a direct impact on the computational complexity of CNN models, a 2D-CNN presents a
lower computational burden as compared to a 3D-CNN model. An exemplary summary
for a 3D-CNN model using a simple 3D kernel, justifying the discrepancy in terms of the
number of trainable parameters, is depicted in Table 4.3. This summary corresponds to
Table 4.3: Model summary for an example of 3D-CNN model

the extension of the proposed 2D-CNN with a depth equal to 3. The total of trainable
parameters amounting to 472, 454 is larger than the one of the proposed 2D-CNN model
in Table 4.2. As this amount only considered a video sequence of 25 frames, it would have
doubled for a video sequence of 50 frames. Another model summary for a 3D extension
of the proposed 2D-CNN model with now a depth of 1 is reported in Table 4.4. The
total of trainable parameters for 50 frames considered in a video sequence amounts to
4, 942, 246 which is far larger than the amounts of trainable parameters recorded in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Consequently, the size of dataset contributes in the calculation of
the total amount of model parameters which translates into the training computational
speed of CNN models.
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Table 4.4: Model summary for an example of 3D-CNN model

4.3.2

Classification results

The fully connected network represents the classification stage. The output feature maps
at layer 8 are both flattened and converted into 128 dimensional feature vectors, then fed
into the final layer consisting of six units corresponding to the number of classes (actions).
We train our proposed model using the optimization algorithm RMSprop (Root Mean
Square prop) that is an adaptive learning rate method. The concept of dropout is also
used in a regulatory manner during the learning process to avoid unpleasant overfitting.
The classification accuracy across different actions is presented in the form of a confusion
matrix shown in Table 4.5. This result corresponds to the testing set representing
20% of the generated MHI database. Misclassification accuracy, though very low, is
observed only in actions with the mostly involved body part. Actions such as Boxing,
Handclapping and Handwaving involve mostly hands whereas actions such as Jogging,
Running and Walking involve mostly the feet. This misclassification is realistic and
may be due the number of video frames considered and occlusion when computing the
MHI templates. One can argue that jogging, running, and walking are similar action
but performed at different speeds. In addition, three evaluation metrics, which are
precision, recall, and f1-score, are calculated from statistics such as True Positive (TP),
True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN) derived from the
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Table 4.5: Confusion matrix for test recognition accuracy across different actions.

confusion matrix as follows:
P recision =

Recall =
and
f 1 − score = 2 ×

TP
,
Tp + FP

(4.1)

TP
,
Tp + FN

(4.2)

Recall × P recision
.
Recall + P recision

(4.3)

These metrics substantiate the recognition rate obtained for our proposed method and
are reported in Table 4.6. Although they are usually used to compare different classifiTable 4.6: Evaluation metrics for the proposed 2D-CNN model for KTH dataset

action
class 0 (boxing)
class 1 (handclapping)
class 2 (handwaving)
class 3 (jogging)
class 4 (running)
class 5 (walking)
average/total

precision
1.00
0.91
0.93
0.76
0.84
0.83
0.89

recall
0.91
0.95
0.96
0.72
0.84
0.91
0.89

f1-score
0.95
0.93
0.95
0.74
0.84
0.87
0.89

support
23
21
28
18
19
11
120

cation schemes, they can also assist in measuring how good a classification is by means
of metric scores for each particular action. The f1-score, also defined as the average of
both Precision and Recall metrics, is an important metric to be considered than just
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the accuracy metric alone, specially when dealing with unevenly distributed dataset as
it is the case here in testing (see the support column in Table 4.6). Hence the additional
evaluation metrics reported here also reflect the accuracy result, especially with their
average values matching the accuracy ones.
Furthermore, the proposed approach achieves an overall accuracy of 89% which is 2% less
than the 3D-CNN results obtained in [13]. Our 2D-CNN approach also competes with
the 3D-HOG method [2], and it outperforms the handcrafted-based approach developed
on the KTH dataset [34]. Table 4.7 shows a comparative performance with the state-ofthe-art methods.
Table 4.7: Comparative performance accuracies on KTH dataset

Method
3D-CNN [13]
3D-HOG [2]
SPS [34]
Proposed 2D-CNN

4.4

Recognition accuracy (%)
90.20
91.40
50.83
89.17

Summary

As previous 2D-CNN approaches were found underperforming for action recognition
task due the lack of consideration of the temporal dimension in videos and previous
3D-CNN approaches time found to be time consuming, in this chapter we proposed a
2D-CNN method that included a pre-processing stage generating MHI templates. These
templates represent both the spatial and temporal information of videos and were fed to
the 2D-CNN to produce salient features overcoming issues of occlusion, self-occlusion,
background clutter resulting from MHI images. The proposed 2D-CNN approach was
successfully trained and tested. Other evaluation metrics such as precision, recall, and
f1-score were computed to prove that our model is satisfactory. The overall results on
KTH dataset show competitive performance compared to both the 3D-CNN and 3DHOG methods. Our results also outperforms the handcrafted based method in [34] by
a large margin. It can be concluded that the presented approach achieves recognition
rate with a significantly reduced computational complexity imposed by either a 3D-CNN
HAR method or a 2D-CNN with the size of dataset.

Chapter 5

Conclusion and future work
“Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the
end of the beginning”

Winston Churchill

5.1

Conclusion and contributions

Throughout this thesis, we have been interested in the recognition of human actions
forming the basis of many applications such as video surveillance, facial expression
recognition, health care, and pedestrian action recognition. To address the problem of
recognizing action from visual materials such as images and videos, we explored stateof-the-art holistic approaches and proposed more effective holistic approaches with very
low computational complexity.
Chapter 2 provided a comprehensive literature review of previous methods developed
by researchers over the past twenty years to address the problem of recognizing human
actions. These methods were identified to be either local or holistic, and split by their
way of representing actions between handcrafted feature based approaches and deep
learning feature based approaches. Although our main focus was on holistic approaches
because of their good interpretability, simplicity and computational efficiency, local approaches were briefly introduced for completeness purpose on the topic of human action
recognition. From our investigation of several popular holistic approaches alongside with
their respective applications and limitations, we discovered that feature extraction and
representation as action representation played a crucial role in HAR performance. In
addition, handcrafted feature based methods also known as traditional methods relied
93
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on descriptor algorithms that produced suitable feature vectors from reduced database
for good performance, whereas the deep learning ones known as modern methods relied
on their deep architectures trained with sufficiently large database on powerful hardware
to generate robust feature representations for good performance. Both holistic methods
were limited by their high computational complexity which remained a great concern.
Consequently, our findings suggesting the adoption of existing global feature descriptor
or the development of novel ones under a common HAR framework ignited our contributions in the state-of-the-art. These contributions with goal to improve recognition
performance in terms of computational complexity were then presented with respect to
the approach type in Chapters 3 and 4.
In Chapter 3, proposed handcrafted feature based approaches were summarized in two
main contributions. These approaches, apart from treating visual related issues, improved performance by reducing the computational complexity experienced by HAR
systems. The first contribution consisted in using the SPS algorithm to extract features of reduced size from MHI templates and fed them into a KNN classifier in order
to recognize human actions. Applying the proposed framework on KTH dataset, the
per scenario classification results has shown the relevance of the SPS feature as holistic
action representation. The second contribution is the design of a novel feature descriptor also referred to as CD–LBP algorithm. This proposed descriptor, inspired by the
uniform LBPs which are patterns with at most two circular 0 − 1 and 1 − 0 transitions,
provides higher CD–LBP features as lower dimensional feature vectors which in turn
afford a flexibility in making decision on the performance of the recognition system.
The relevance of CD–LBP features was then demonstrated in two applications. Each
application presented a particular importance in terms of improving the computational
complexity of HAR systems. In the first application (FER), higher-order CD–LBP features extracted from the JAFFE dataset in a histogramming representation of facial
expression resulted in very low dimension feature vectors. This reduction of feature
dimensionality highlighted one particularity of the novel descriptor for the higher-order
CD–LBP features yielded competitive results as compared to the ones obtained from
the original LBP and its variant CS–LBP features in selected state-of-the-art works
in terms of both recognition rate and computation speed. The second particularity of
the proposed descriptor which is descriptive was highlighted in the second application
(PAR). The CD–LBP descriptor in conjunction with the HOG descriptor were applied
to MHI images resulted from video sequences of pedestrian actions. The highest-order
CD–LBP description of MHI image was the most descriptive and suitable for the extraction of high discriminative HOG features. The CD–LBP descriptor impacted more
on the improvement of recognition rate than on the computational efficiency. The HOG
parameters decided on the dimension of features and control the computational speed
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of PAR system. In absence of details on the size of HOG features for action recognition
in the literature, we believe that our approach is the simplest and the size provided in
this thesis can serve as reference for future research. In addition, we also believe that
the binary nature of the highest-order CD–LBP description is advantageous in terms
memory usage, especially in a real-time implementation.
In Chapter 4, we proposed a 2D-CNN method that included a pre-processing stage generating MHI templates to recognize human actions. The inclusion of this stage constituted
an innovation as it contributed in lowering the computational complexity by reducing
the number of hyperparameters. The proposed DL approach was found appropriate for
HAR because the number of 2D-CNN operations performed repeatedly on video frames
was avoided and the 3D kernels in a 3D-CNN based approach was also prevented. The
experimental results on KTH dataset shown comparable performance to those of 3DCNN method. This approach also outperformed the handchrafted feature based method
referred to as SPS method developed in Chapter 3 where SPS descriptor was used as
feature extraction technique. Although the proposed 2D-CNN approach produces recognition rate comparable to the state-of-the-art approaches with a significant reduction of
the computational complexity in the of the number of hyperparameters, we believe that
its recognition rate can be improve by employing MHI templates with less occlusions.
However, our contributions, through all experimental results obtained either for handcrafted or learned features, have proven that the problem of computational complexity
of HAR systems can be tackle by simplified action representations.

5.2

Future work

Experimental results of this thesis pave the way for other research perspectives. As the
problem of reducing processing times is an ever-pertinent challenge in the recognition
of actions from video sequences, it is therefore important to think about possible improvement in computing time without too much compromise on recognition rate. In
this section, we then discuss the limitations of proposed holistic approaches and some
directions for future work.
First, the recognition performance of the proposed SPS based framework can be improved if issues of occlusion, self-occlusion, and background clutter causing poor MHI
templates are addressed. This will probably necessitate the exploration of MHI variants
[6] or better background extraction techniques. Moreover, SPS features are not invariant
to symmetrical actions as they are captured in only one direction. Therefore, there is
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a need to create action representations which are invariant to symmetrical actions such
as running to the left and running to the right.
Second, the proposed CD–LBP algorithm can be extended in the spatio-temporal domain. Similarly to LBP-TOP and VLBP descriptors, an 3D extension of CD–LBP
descriptor will definitely contribute in the reduction of feature size while achieving a
good trade-off between recognition rates and run times. Related MHI issues will then
be avoided since in this case the 3D extended CD–LBP descriptor will directly extract
features from video sequences.
Third, the performance of the proposed 2D-CNN for HAR, besides the significant reduction of the computational complexity, may be improved if used in combination with
the LSTM classifier. Also, based on the fact that the number of hyperparameters has
drastically been reduced with the use of MHI templates, we therefore suggest the use of
other spatio-temporal templates.
Finally, the proposed holistic approaches can be extended to real-time action recognition. However, this will need observing further real-time requirements which include
minimizing the memory demands and computational complexity.
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